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Abstract

The utilization of models and approaches, such as MDE, in engineering fields grows in popu-
larity, because models provide useful means for the data-exchange, testing, validation and code
generation. In the process of the ongoing digitalization models constantly grow in size and com-
plexity. Thus, the need for querying models, which are usually created with DSMLs, grows as
well, whereat model querying is not only important for information retrieval, but can also pro-
vide powerful means for the testing and validation of large systems.
Although many well-established model querying approaches already exist, they are usually
meant to be used by IT-experts and ignore the need of users from utterly different engineer-
ing fields for easy-to-use query languages, who lack the necessary IT know-how. Besides that,
users, who lack the knowledge about the DSML’s metamodels, may run into metamodel-related
pitfalls. In order to meet these needs, an EMF-based prototype has been developed in the course
of this thesis based on Wieringa’s Engineering Cycle [36], that generates the model querying lan-
guage MQL automatically from the Ecore metamodel of a chosen DSML and provides means
for the specification and execution of MQL queries. This approach should provide query lan-
guages that resemble the original DSMLs as much as possible, by reusing and modifying the
DSML’s original elements. This prototype also generates an XText grammar specification that
will be used for writing MQL queries. A model-to-text generator translates MQL queries into
equivalent Viatra VQL queries, which are then executed by the MQL’s Viatra-based query en-
gine.
Hence, MQL firstly tries to be easily usable by domain experts and secondly helps users, who
lack knowledge about the DSML’s metamodel, by “guiding” them through the DSML’s syntac-
tical features.
A literature survey has yielded only one related work ( [30]) that can be considered as relatively
comparable to the approach of this thesis. This result emphasizes the novelty of this approach
and the relatively little amount of attention that has been paid to the addressed domain expert’s
needs so far.
The MQL prototype has been evaluated in terms of query execution time and usability [3] against
Viatra VQL. The evaluation of the execution times shows, that MQL’s Viatra VQL code genera-
tor needs to be optimized, in order to allow MQL to benefit from the rapidness of its underlying
Viatra VQL query engine. Furthermore, MQL achieved higher scores in the usability evaluation
than Viatra VQL regarding the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfiability.
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Kurzfassung

Die Verwendung von Modellen und Entwicklungsparadigmen, wie z.B. MDE, gewinnt in ver-
schiedensten Ingenieursdisziplinen immer mehr an Bedeutung. Modelle eignen sich hervorra-
gend für den Datenaustausch, für Systemvalidierungen und -Tests sowie für Code-Generierung.
Mit der fortschreitenden Digitalisierung nehmen Modelle kontinuirlich an Größe und Komple-
xität zu. Das Bedürfnis, Modelle, welche meistens mittels DSMLs erstellt werden, mit Hilfe von
Modellabfragen nach Informationen durchzusuchen, steigt, wobei Modellabfragen nicht nur di-
rekter Informationsgewinnung dienen, sondern sich auch als hilfreiche Mittel zur automatisier-
ten Validierung und zum Testen großer und komplexer Modelle eignen.
Obwohl es schon viele etablierte Sprachen für Modellabfragen gibt, richten sich diese meistens
an IT-Experten und oft schwer zugänglich für Benutzer aus anderen Disziplinen. Auch setzen
diese Sprachen oft ein gewisses Wissen über die Metamodelle der DSMLs voraus. Benutzer,
denen dieses Wissen fehlt, laufen Gefahr, an Metamodell-spezifischen Fehlern beim Schreiben
von Abfragen zu scheitern. Um diesen Bedürfnissen entgegenzukommen, wurde im Laufe die-
ser Dimplomarbeit ein EMF-basierter Prototyp gemäß Wieringas Engineering Cycle [36] entwi-
ckelt, welcher die Sprache MQL basierend auf dem Ecore Metamodell einer beliebigen DSML
generiert und Tools zur Definition und Ausführung der MQL Modellabfragen bereitstellt. Dieser
Prototyp soll Modellabfragesprachen generieren, die der originalen Beschaffenheit der gewähl-
ten DSMLs so weit wie möglich ähneln, indem er die Elemente der DSML wiederverwendet und
modifiziert. Zudem generiert er eine XText-basierte Grammatikspezifikation. Ein eigens entwi-
ckelter Model-to-Text Generator übersetzt die MQL Modellabfragen in äquivalenten Viatra VQL
Code, welcher anschließend von MQLs Viatra-basierter Query-Engine ausgeführt werden.
Dieser Ansatz soll Modellabfragesprachen liefern, die leicht von Benutzern angewendet wer-
den können, die IT-unkundig sind oder nur über beschränktes Domänen- bzw. Metamodell-
spezifisches Wissen verfügen.
Aus der Literaturrecherche ging lediglich ein Paper hervor ( [30]), welches einen dieser Diplom-
arbeit vergleichbaren Ansatz präsentiert. Dieses Resultat hebt die Neuheit des Ansatzes dieser
Arbeit hervor und unterstreicht die Tatsache, dass bis jetzt die Bedürfnisse der Fachexperten
hinsichtlich einfach bedienbarer Modellabfragesprachen wenig Beachtung fanden.
Der MQL Prototyp wurde hinsichtlich der Ausführungsdauer der Abfragen sowie der Usabili-
ty [3] gegen Viatra VQL evaluiert. Die Evaluierung der Ausführungsdauer der Abfragen zeigt,
dass MQLs Viatra VQL Code Generator optimiert werden muss, damit MQL von der Schnellig-
keit der Viatra-basierten Query-Engine profitieren kann. Zudem erzielte MQL im Rahmen der
Usability-Evaluierung bessere Bewertungen als Viatra VQL hinsichtlich der Effizienz, Effekti-
vität und Zufriedenheit.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The progress of digitalization forces engineers of various domains to use information technol-
ogy as an integral part of their systems. Because of this trend, these systems unstoppably grow
in size and complexity. For instance, the new industrial generation Industry 4.0 aims to elec-
tronically enlace and harmonize all parts of the overall production process for the purpose of
efficiency maximization. The usage of models in various engineering domains gains more and
more importance in the course of this development, not only because models can be used as
suitable and easier to understand alternatives for the information exchange among engineers in
the realm of the Model Based Engineering (MBE) paradigm. Moreover, models can drive the
overall engineering process in the realm of Model Driven Engineering (MDE) by enabling au-
tomated code generation, testing and system validation.

From the business perspective, models as means for requirement specification can help to val-
idate that “you are building the right system” [4], [16]. As stated in [4], models can also be
regarded as means for analysis as well as design, can “provide a precise architectural blueprint
organized by views that are meaningful to all systems stakeholders” and thus can “enable an
efficient system component building by outsourcing (...tasks) to 3rd parties”. They thus “verify
that you are building the system the right way” [16]. Furthermore, MDE-based automatized
development approaches can “reduce costs early in the lifecycle, accelerate the time to market
and ensure, that the system implementation is correct and reliable” [4].

As the name suggests, a domain-specific modeling languages (DSML) is a language that is
designed for creating models in a particular domain. It is tailored towards this domain in order
to maximize its expressive power and thus to help overcome a major problem of general pur-
pose modeling languages (GPML), which in turn are designed for the use in different domains,
namely the lacking of a GPML’s expressive power when it comes to modeling very domain-
specific aspects of a particular system. Because of the proximity of DSMLs to a particular
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domain, they are also much more accessible to domain experts than GPMLs, which can be very
difficult to learn for users who lack the necessary background education.

It is a common task in engineering to query models that were created in a particular DSML
(and can get very big and complicated) for all sorts of data. Model queries can be very useful
not only for simply retrieving the information of interest from particular models, but also for val-
idation purposes. As mentioned in [34], the well-formedness of models is constantly validated
in safety-critical systems of various engineering domains, such as avionics, automotive or rail-
ways. In contrast to validation rules that are implemented in imperative model traversal codes
and which are rather complicated and hard to maintain, well-formedness constraints can also be
realized by means of declarative queries over graph models. Such queries can check, whether
the values of attributes fulfill particular constraints, or check for the existence or non-existence
of critical elements or whole patterns of elements in the target models.

Although there already are well-established technologies for querying models, these approaches
oftentimes lead modelers to face issues when they want to write the queries. Modelers have to
learn those technologies to a degree that is profound enough. In order to query those models it
thus is necessary to inject the own DSL into an existing query language and to use this language
respectively. This task can become fairly cumbersome, not only for domain experts lacking
IT-training, but also for programmers, since it gets necessary to express all of the model’s DSL-
specific features in a more general language, which is not perfectly suited to the considered
domain. The query could get very complex and will probably not consider all of the desired
aspects of the original request. By taking a look at the syntax of queries that were e.g. writ-
ten in the Object Constraint Language (OCL), a constraint language that originally allowed the
specification of constraints and currently also supports model querying (e.g. in [18]), people
that aren’t trained in OCL could be overwhelmed by its confusing syntax. When it comes to
EMF-IncQuery (or rather VIATRA), another well-established graph-based approach on model-
querying, the modeler has to educate him- or herself about the pattern-matching query syntax in
order to query the models. The modeler also has to set up a well-functioning VIATRA Project
in the IDE Eclipse in order to define and process a query properly on a particular model.

Aside from that, one could also think about the case, in which the user is not a domain ex-
pert and thus is not familiar with the syntax of the model’s domain-specific modeling language,
but wants to query a model that was created in that DSML. In this case the user would face the
danger of accidentally running into pitfalls that are related to the syntax of that specific DSML
and would probably cause unexpected errors during the execution of that query. The user would
thus have to put a notable amount of effort into educating her- or himself on the DSML.

Finally, the possibility to query models for all sorts of information without running into the
pitfalls mentioned above has a great potential in raising the efficiency of tasks that are related to
the model-based engineering paradigm and thus can thus help to exploit the benefits of MBE,
which were mentioned at the beginning of this chapter.
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1.2 Problem statement

The addressed problem of this thesis is to develop means for the derivation of a query language
from a domain-specific modeling language, as well as means for the creation and execution of
queries that were written in that language. This should meet the need of domain experts for
an easy way for querying models that were created in a DSML and who lack the necessary IT-
knowledge to use well-established query languages. The possibility to have such a derived query
language that is already based on the characteristics of the corresponding DSML-metamodel and
thus does not require excessive training of their modelers would be a great facilitation especially
for domain experts, since they would already be familiar with this query language’s overall syn-
tax and semantics.
On the other hand, such a derived query language would also meet the need of users who aren’t
familiar with the domain-specific modeling language by guiding them through the structural
features of the target model’s (i.e. the model that should be queried) DSML, since the query
language would be inherently based on the domain-specific modeling language.

The development of the proposed means brings the following set of challenges with it that have
to be solved:

1. In order to provide a query language that is based on the grammar of a domain-specific
modeling language, it is necessary to find a development approach that supports the ob-
servation of the grammar of the domain-specific modeling language, more precisely the
grammar’s elements.

2. The derivation of a query language from a modeling language implies the application
of transformations of the source grammar’s elements. Transformation rules have to be
defined for that purpose and a way has to be found how to apply those transformations in
the process of the derivation of the query language.

3. After the derivation of the query language it will be necessary to find means that will
allow the users to create concrete queries in that language in a simple and easy-to-learn
way. The means for the creation of queries in the derived query language must foster the
usability of the derived language for the users and not make it worse.

4. Another challenge that has to be solved, is to find a mean that is capable of reading the
queries, processing them and retrieving the results after their execution, in order to provide
a query technology that can be evaluated and compared with other existing technologies.

1.3 Aim of the work

The aim of this thesis is to develop an application that automatically generates model-querying
languages from domain-specific modeling languages and to develop a model-querying facility
that allows the definition of queries in that language and that can process the queries, in order
to overcome the usability issues of current model-querying technologies. The query language
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should be based on the grammar of the DSML in order to resemble its overall structure.
Moreover, the query language should provide the following features:

• The user should be able to define query patterns for the instances of all classes that are
supported by the chosen DSML.

• It should be possible to optionally define any of the featured attributes within the query
patterns that are provided by the corresponding classes in the original DSML.

• It should be possible to define references that connect the query patterns according to the
featured references of the corresponding classes in the original DSML.

• The user should be able to select subpatterns that are contained within the patterns of the
matches in the query resultset. In other words, the user should be able to select particular
features like referenced objects or attributes of matched objects that were defined within
the query pattern.

• The user should be able to define constraints on the attributes that were specified in the
query pattern. Therefor an expression language needs to be provided that can be used for
the definition of such constraints.

• The user should be able to define “not-exists” constraints on attributes within query pat-
terns and on references between query patterns.

• The user should be able to define “transitive-closure” constraints on references between
query patterns.

The development of the model-querying language generator as well as the model-querying en-
gine should follow the paradigm of Model Driven Engineering (MDE), which is explained in the
chapter 2.2 “Model Driven Engineering” on page 12. MDE should be considered as the main
paradigm, since it regards models of systems as the main artifacts. In analogy to this, MDE con-
siders the grammar of the modeling language a metamodel, i.e. a model that defines the models.
This should tackle the challenge number 1 from the problem statement.

The MDE-based approach will therefore ideally support the approach of the automatic gen-
eration of query languages from the metamodels of domain-specific modeling languages by
enabling methods for the definition and execution of metamodel transformations and thus foster
the solution of the challenge number 2 from the problem statement. The generated query lan-
guage will thus be a metamodel itself. Queries that are written in the generated query language
will thus be considered instance models of that language.

This approach should confront the need of injecting the own DSML into a particular query
language, which was explained in the problem statement in chapter 1.1, by doing it in the op-
posite way, i.e. by injecting the query language into the chosen DSML. This should ease the
specification of queries on models created in the DSML that was chosen for the generation of
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the query language, since the query language elements are to be directly derived from the meta-
model of that DSML and should thus be inherently based on the characteristics of that DSML.
A query model should be considered as a pattern specification and the result of a querying op-
eration should be a collection of sub-models of the target model that are matching that pattern.
The result should thus be a model itself.

Besides that, a concrete textual syntax based on XText [19] should be developed for the gener-
ated query language that should enable the specification of queries in that language, in order to
tackle the challenge number 3 from the problem statement.

Finally, a query engine should be developed that will process the created queries and return
the corresponding results. The query engine should translate queries that were created in the
generated query language into equivalent queries of a well-established query technology that
should work as the “base query language”. The Viatra tool [7] with its query language VQL will
be used for this purpose. This will help to deal with the challenge number 4 from the problem
statement.

Furthermore, this work should answer the following research questions:

• RQ1: Which concepts need to be added or modifications need to be applied to a modeling
language, in order to derive a query language from it?

• RQ2: As mentioned in [11], a query language in the realms of relational databases must at
least provide the following six primitive operators in order to have a sound mathematical
foundation and thus be considerable as a relational algebra:

– Relation: Is a mathematical term for table, which is a set of tuples; a relation with
arity k is a set of k-tuples.

– Union: Returns a relation containing all tuples that appear in either or both of two
specified relations.

– Difference: Returns a relation containing all tuples that appear in the first and not
the second of two specified relations.

– Product: Returns a relation containing all possible tuples that are a combination of
two tuples, one from each of two specified relations.

– Project: Returns a relation containing all (sub) tuples that remain in a specified rela-
tion after specified attributes have been removed.

– Select: Returns a relation containing all tuples from a specified relation that satisfy
a specified condition.

Which of these six primitive operators are supported by the generated query language?

• RQ3: How does the modeling language need to be modified in order to enable satisfiability
checks on queries that are defined in the generated query language?
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• RQ4: What is the usability of the derived query language compared to the usability of the
graph pattern-based query language Viatra VQL, as defined by ISO 9241-11 [3]?

• RQ5: What is the performance of the query engine of the generated query language in
terms of execution time and memory consumption compared to other existing query tech-
nologies?

• RQ6: Which approaches on the derivation of query languages for model querying from
domain-specific modeling language do already exist?

1.4 Methodology

The general methodological approach of this thesis is based on Roel J. Wieringa’s approach
that is described in his book “Design Science Methodology” [36]. The Design and Engineering
Cycle, which is defined in [36] and depicted in figure 1.1 on page 7, provides the following steps
that should be performed sequentially:

1. problem investigation: Definition of the problem, stakeholders and goals of the project as
well as the problem-context.

2. treatment design: Definition of the requirements of the artifact that is to be developed
and investigation of available similar and possibly helpful solutions. Implementation of a
prototype.

3. treatment validation: Unit testing. Investigation and adaptation of the prototype’s behavior
under specific and relatively narrow scenarios.

4. treatment implementation: Embedding the prototype into a real-world scenario in the
problem-context.

5. implementation evaluation: Evaluating the performance of the prototype within the realms
of the real-world scenario. Identification of the effects caused by the prototype, of new
problems and their reasons, assessment of the prototype’s contribution to the project’s
goals.

It is possible that new unthought problems will occur in the course of the cycle (especially after
the last step). The whole cycle can then be repeated for each problem.
The following subchapters explain the implementation of the Design and Engineering Cycle
(DEC) in the context of this Master’s thesis.

1.4.1 Problem investigation

The task of the problem investigation has been already dealt with in the previous chapters. As
explained in 1.2 and 1.3 beginning on page 3, an application should be developed that enables
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Figure 1.1: Wieringa: The engineering cycle. The question marks indicate knowledge ques-
tions, and the exclamation marks indicate design problems [36].

the derivation of query languages from domain-specific modeling languages and that provides
means for the specification and execution of queries in that derived query language. This should
meet the need of domain experts and users, who aren’t familiar with the metamodel of a DSML
of interest, for an easy-to-use model querying language.

According to the DEC, this step will also investigate the problems of the results that were ob-
tained from the step “implementation evaluation”.

1.4.2 Treatment design: Implementation of a prototype

According to the treatment design, the next step in the DEC is to implement a prototype of the
DSL-based query engine.

The first task is to define the necessary aspects regarding the transformation of a modeling lan-
guage into a query language. Some initial query language features that are to be expressable
by the generated query language have to be chosen for implementation. An initial query syntax
will be defined in the course of this step. The CAEXWorkbench project of the Business Infor-
matics Group of the Vienna University of Technology will provide the necessary metamodel for
AutomationML’s topology CAEX-models.
In the second task a model-querying language generator will be implemented, that will handle
the derivation of a query language metamodel from the AutomationML metamodel.
In the third task a model-querying engine or rather an interpreter will be developed, which will
process the queries written in the generated model-querying language.

1.4.3 Treatment validation: Testing the prototype in different small specific
scenarios

This step corresponds to the treatment validation, as defined in the DEC. The goal of this step is
to get a first insight into the behaviour of the prototype’s query operations and to find out whether
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additional query operations can be implemented and whether existing operations should be can-
celled. A small metamodel will be used for the derivation of its corresponding query language.

Two sets will be used. The first set will contain small and rather simple AutomationML do-
main models. The second set will be an initial set of queries that should test all of the initially
implemented capabilities of the query language. All queries from the queries set will be exe-
cuted on each model from the models set and the outcome of each query will be logged.

The overall testing procedure consists of the following steps:

1. All queries will be executed on each model from the models set and the outcome of each
query will be logged. In case of query translation or execution errors, corrections on the
implementation of the prototype will be taken. This task will be repeated until there are
no more query translation or execution errors showing up.

2. When there are no more query translation or execution errors showing up, new query
language features can be implemented.

3. Then, new queries will be specified in order to exploit as many of the functional possibil-
ities that are provided by the new query language features as possible. Those new queries
will be added to the query set. New small models will be created and added to the models
set, in order to provide small testing scenarious for the new operations. The test cycle will
start again at step 1.

This testing procedure will go on until a sufficient amount of query language features has been
implemented for the prototype.

1.4.4 Treatment implementation: Testing the prototype in a “real world”
scenario

This step corresponds to the DEC’s task of treatment implementation. The goal is to get a
broad range of information that could be used for the subsequent evaluation of the prototype.
The previously tested and adapted prototype is now implemented in a big “real world” use case
within the realms of the problem-context. An extensive AutomationML metamodel and model
will be used for this purpose.

1.4.5 Implementation evaluation: Evaluating the prototype

This task corresponds to the DEC’s last step called “implementation evaluation”. In the course
of this task the generated query language as well as the model-querying engine will be evaluated
in terms of usability, as defined by the ISO 9241-11 [3], regarding the efficiency, effectiveness
and satisfiability of the query language, as well as the execution time of the query engine. The
results obtained from this evaluation will provide new data that can be investigated in the course
of the subsequent step “problem investigation”.
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1.5 Structure of this thesis

This thesis is structured as follows. At first, the chapter 2 “Background” provides information
about domain-specific languages in general, explains the development paradigm of model driven
engineering and presents some basic information about model-querying technologies with ex-
amples of well established model-querying approaches. Then, the chapter 3 “MQL Framework:
The Concept” presents the main idea of the MQL Framework, explains the derivation of the
query language MQL and the concept for executing MQL queries. The subsequent chapter 4
“MQL Framework: Technical Implementation” explains the most important aspects of the tools
“MQLSetup” and “MQLApplication”, which constitute the main modules of the MQL frame-
work and the overall workflow of the implementation. The chapter 5 “MQL: Language Spec-
ification” presents the syntax and all features of the MQL query language, such as references,
attribute constraints and evaluation operators. The implementation of MQL is evaluated in terms
of memory consumption, execution time and usability in the chapter 6 “Evaluation”. The MQL
approach is compared against similar approaches in the chapter 7 “Related work”. The chapter
8 “Conclusion & future work ” at first tries to answer the research questions with the findings
presented in the previous chapters and then tries to critically reflect about the MQL approach
and some important open issues. Finally, it discusses some open issues and limitations of this
work, possible approaches on dealing with them and potential upgrades for the language MQL
that could increase its usability.
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CHAPTER 2
Background

The aim of this thesis, which is to find, implement and evaluate a way of automatically gen-
erating query languages from the metamodels of domain-specific modeling languages in order
to overcome some common hurdles of query languages, spans over different areas of research.
Thus, in order to fully understand the discussed problem of this master’s thesis it at first is neces-
sary to get an overview of the corresponding field of study, which is an intersection of the fields
of domain-specific languages and Model Driven Engineering.
This chapter exemplary explains the ideas behind domain-specific languages, introduces some
well-established approaches on querying models and presents the development paradigm of
Model Driven Engineering (MDE).

2.1 Domain-specific languages

A domain-specific languages (DSL) is a computer language that is designed to be only used in a
particular area of application and therefore to meet the needs of corresponding domain experts.
In other words, “A domain-specific language is a programmming language or executable spec-
ification language that offers, through appropriate notations and abstractions, expressive power
focused on, and usually restricted to, a particular problem domain” [35]. General purpose lan-
guages (GPL) like Java or C++ are in contrast not tailored towards particular areas of application
and are meant to be used in various domains.

In order to concretize the differences of DSLs and GPLs in the field of Model Driven Engi-
neering, one might think of HTML or SQL as famous representatives of domain-specific mod-
elling languages (DSMLs) and of UML or Petri-nets as widely known general purpose modeling
languages (GPMLs), whereat DSMLs are basically domain-specific languages that are used for
modeling and in analogy to that GPMLs are general purpose languages for modeling purposes.

Domain experts, which may lack experience in GPL or are simply confronted with design prob-
lems that appear to be unsolvable by means of GPL in their current domain-specific issue, get the
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opportunity to unfold their domain expertise with the aid of a DSL’s expressive power. Besides
this, Arie Van Deursen et al. mention in [35] the conciseness of DSL programs, their enhanced
reliability and maintainability as well as their ability to conserve knowledge and improve testa-
bility as a DSL’s main benefits. On the other hand, they mention the higher maintanance costs
of DSLs, education costs of their users, the limited availability of DSLs as well as the difficulty
of balancing between DSL and GPL programming constructs as their major shortcomings.

The subsequent chapter provides concise example of a domain-specific modeling language. It
briefly introduces AutomationML, a DSML that plays a big role in the realms of Industry 4.0
and was used as the main DSML for the development of the prototype of this master’s thesis.

2.1.1 AutomationML

According to [25], the DSML Automation Markup Language describes an XML-based format
for a comprehensive exchange of data-resources, that are needed and regularly reused by various
different systems along the whole (automated) production process ranging from the product
design up to the quality control. It is not unusual to encounter system discontinuities along
such a process, which force the engineers to use special tools in order to transform the needed
data into proper formats or even to enter the data manually into some user interfaces. As stated
in [25] , the AIDA-Group found out in 2006, that a big percentage of the energy consumption
of the System Control led back to the costly task of transmitting and transforming engineering
data among different systems. Another heavy factor in the automation engineering is the big
effort, that is put into the planning of systems and facilities due to their vastly heterogeneous
tool-landscape. AutomationML tries to solve this issues by standardizing the data-exchange
between the various engineeringtools whereat it does not provide a new dataformat but reuses
already existing formats. As mentioned in [25], these formats must meet the following criteria:

1. The format must be freely accessible and free of cost for the user.

2. The format must be standardized according to ISO or IEC or at least seek for such a
standardization.

3. The format must be XML-based.

4. The format must be maintained by its owners and be open for potential further develop-
ment.

AutomationML allows the user to define a topology of a system and so-called role class libraries
for the semantics of this system via the format CAEX. The CAEX model directly links to a
geometry- and kinematics model, which in turn is designed in the format Collada. PLCopen
XML ist used for the definition of logic and behavior.

2.2 Model Driven Engineering

According to Jean Bézivin in [15], Model Driven Engineering (MDE) considers models as so
called “first class entities”, whereat each model conforms to a given metamodel and represents a
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certain aspect of a system. A metamodel (the greek word “meta” stands for “beyond”, “above”
or “about”) defines the arrangement, the relation and constraints of all elements of a model that
confirms to it. Analogously, a model that defines a metamodel is called a meta-metamodel.
The relation between conformance and representation is hence crucial to the field of Model
Driven Engineering. The paradigm of MDE can be successfully applied in the field of model
transformation. As a model-to-model transformation the MDE paradigm can e.g. help to bypass
the contextual gap between different modelling languages. As a model-to-text transformation
Model Engineering can help to generate various kinds of (source) code in order to fasten the
overall software engineering process and bridge-over the phases of design and implementation.
MDE therefore helps to bridge the gap between design and implementation.
With regard to domain-specific languages, the MDE-approach helps to exhaust a DSL’s benefits
by fostering domain experts to focus on their particular DSL-specific modeling task. The Model-
to-Text generator will do the arduous work of transforming the specific DSL-model into some
runnable source code according to the transformations defined between the metamodels of the
source and the target languages.

2.3 Model-querying technologies

Query languages that are suited for querying models for all sorts of data are becoming more and
more important, especially under the paradigm of Model Driven Engineering, the demand for
automatic code generation and the need for efficiently bridgin the gap in software development
processes between design and implementation.

In order to consider a language a query language, this language has to fulfil several require-
ments. As David H. Akehurst and Behzad Bordbar point out in “On querying UML data models
with OCL” in [11], a query language in the realms of relational databases must at least provide
the following six primitive operators in order to have a sound mathematical foundation and thus
be considerable as a relational algebra:

• Relation: Is a mathematical term for table, which is a set of tuples; a relation with arity k
is a set of k-tuples.

• Union: Returns a relation containing all tuples that appear in either or both of two specified
relations.

• Difference: Returns a relation containing all tuples that appear in the first and not the
second of two specified relations.

• Product: Returns a relation containing all possible tuples that are a combination of two
tuples, one from each of two specified relations.

• Project: Returns a relation containing all (sub) tuples that remain in a specified relation
after specified attributes have been removed.

• Select: Returns a relation containing all tuples from a specified relation that satisfy a
specified condition.
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When it comes to domain specific modeling, many approaches have been made to develop query
technologies that can meet the needs of users for querying models for information of interest that
were. The following subchapters concisely present some well-established examples of those
approaches.

2.3.1 Object Constraint Language

The Object Constraint Language (OCL) [24] is probably one of the most established languages
in this matter. The original purpose of OCL was to augment UML models by extending them
with additional information that can not be modelled via UML alone. OCL was initially used
to define all kinds of constraints on UML models, although its scope of application has been
briefly extended in the path of time. Akehurst and Bordbar stated in [11] (2001), where they
examined OCL’s applicability as a query language, that OCL had become applicable as a query
language, since it allowed to navigate a model and to form collections of objects. They also
mentioned that the main requirement of a query language is to have the expressive power of
relational algebra. They claimed that a proper combination of UML and OCL is capable to fulfill
the requirements of relational algebra and conclude that OCL therefore can be used as a query
language, if some necessary and cumbersome extensions are provided for OCL’s underlying
UML model. As mentioned in [18], OCL is nowadays used to define model specification and
manipulation requirements, transformation and well-formedness rules and has thus gained an
important role in the realm of MDE. OCL allows to define model invariants, initialized properties
of UML classes, derivation rules and operation contracts. According to its current specification
[24], OCL in its latest version 2.4 can be also used for querying purposes.

2.3.2 Atlas Transformation Language

The Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) [1] is a language for the definition of model-to-model
transformations. Besides that, it also offers model-querying capabilities. As stated in [2], “An
ATL query can be viewed as an operation that computes a primitive value from a set of source
models. The most common use of ATL queries is the generation of a textual output (encoded
into a string value) from a set of source models. However, ATL queries are not limited to the
computation of string values and can also return a numerical or a boolean value. ”. Thus, an
ATL query can only return primitive types. The body of the ATL query has to be expressed by
an OCL expression.

2.3.3 XQuery

As mentioned in Quanzhong Li’s and Bongki Moon’s paper “Indexing and Querying XML Data
for Regular Path Expressions” [29], XQuery is a query language that is based on XPath and
that can be used for querying XML models of many different types, such as databases or object
representations. It allows the user to specify regular path expressions in order to navigate through
the hierarchical structure of XML documents, to select the information of interest from targeted
elements and to extract information about the schema of the data.
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2.3.4 EMF-IncQuery and VIATRA

Another approach that is different from the previously mentioned ones is the method of query-
ing models based on graph-pattern matching. As stated in “Incremental Evaluation of Model
Queries over EMF Models” [13], the application of graph patterns is different from the previ-
ously mentioned approaches, because a query specified as a graph-pattern describes what ar-
rangements of elements is searched for instead of where the elements should be found. EMF-
IncQuery and the VIATRA project, which is basically a model transformation platform that has
merged with EMF-IncQuery, have implemented a framework for this purpose. It is described
on the official Eclipse Foundation Website [20] as a framework for defining declarative queries
over EMF models and executing them efficiently without manual coding. It comes with an Java-
based API that enables a full standalone integration into Eclipse Plugin Projects, Xtext-based
syntax called the “Viatra Query Language” (VQL), a query engine and tools for graph-pattern
based query definitions. Another distinctive feature of EMF-IncQuery is its incremental query
engine that searches for pattern-matches of a specified graph patter in the source models. It can
be efficiently used for complex queries, since the quick evaluation times are practically indepen-
dent of the complexity of the query and the size of the model. This efficiency is based on the
application of the RETE pattern matching algorithm.

As explained in [13], the RETE pattern matching is based on a network of nodes storing partial
matches of a graph pattern. A partial match enumerates those model elements which satisfy a
subset of the constraints described by the graph pattern. Partial matches of a pattern are readily
available at any time and will be incrementally upadted at each change of the model.
In the process of the RETE algorithm, as implemented in EMF-IncQuery (and VIATRA), in-
put nodes are created for each (sub-) pattern of the graph pattern (e.g. patterns of EClasses,
EAttributes or EReferences) and are used as knowledge bases for the intermediate matches of
their corresponding patterns. Each intermediate input node computes its set of matches based on
set operations like filtering, projecting, joining or anti-joining its predecessors’ sets of matches.
This process is continued incrementally until the match set of the whole query pattern is com-
puted and returned to the final production node. The created RETE-net is registered in order to
receive notifications of all updates of the model’s corresponding EMF ResourceSet and stored
in the cache. If the model gets updated, then only the relevant parts of the RETE-net are re-
calculated. This behaviour facilitates the very quick query-evaluation times, which are almost
independent of the query size.
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CHAPTER 3
MQL Framework: The Concept

This subchapter at first concisely explains the main idea as well as the conceptual workflow of
the Modeling Query Language (MQL) framework and its two main tools, namely the MQLSetup
and the MQLApplication. It then continues with the presentation and explanation of all trans-
formations that have to be applied on the domain-specific modeling language in order to derive
the query language MQL from it and finally explains the concept and the workflow of how MQL
queries are to be processed.

3.1 The main idea

The generic Modeling Query Language framework enables the generation of the query language
MQL based on the metamodel of a chosen domain specific modeling language with the goal to
provide an intuitive and easy-to-use query language, whereat the adjective “generic” indicates
that the language MQL can be generated for various different DSMLs. Moreover, the frame-
work provides an environment for the specification and execution of MQL queries on models
that were created in the MQL’s underlying domain-specific modeling language.

A query is meant to be a definition of a model pattern with specific constraints. The query
engine searches for all model elements that fulfill all requirements of the pattern specification
and returns the corresponding matches.

The MQL framework follows a Model Driven Engineering - based approach, by regarding the
domain-specific modeling languages, more precisely the language’s syntactical elements and
their relations to each other, as metamodels.
In order to provide a query language that is intuitive and easy to use, the MQL framework tries
to generate a query language that resembles the chosen DSML in its syntax and semantics as
much as possible. To achieve that, the framework tries to derive the query language from the
chosen DSML programmatically and thereby to reuse the DSML’s model elements.
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The framework should provide a tool that allows the user to select the metamodel of a desired
DSML and to generate or rather “set up” a query language from it. From now on, this tool will
be called “MQLSetup”.
Aside from that, the framework must also provide means that allow the user specify and execute
MQL queries. The MQL framework must therefore provide a tool that allows the user to create
a query, to select a domain model that was created in the chosen DSML and to execute the MQL
queries on it. This tool will be called “MQLApplication”.

Figure 3.1 on page 19 demonstrates the workflow of the MQL framework. At first a meta-
model of a DSML has to be selected and imported into the MQLSetup tool. The MQLSetup tool
will generate the MQL metamodel. The generated MQL metamodel and the DSML metamodel
will be imported by the MQLApplication tool. An MQL query will be created and a DSML
model selected. MQLApplication will import this MQL query and the selected target DSML
model. Finally, the MQLApplication will process the MQL query in the context of the DSML
model and return the corresponding results, which will be submodels of the DSML model, i.e.
matches that correspond the pattern specification of the MQL query.

3.2 MQLSetup: Derivation of the query metamodel

This chapter describes the concept of the tool MQLSetup. The MQL framework destincts be-
tween the following two metamodels: The domain metamodel DMM and the query metamodel
QMM. DMM is the metamodel of the chosen domain specific modeling language. It describes
the DSML’s elements and their relations to eachother. In other words, DMM is the model that
describes the chosen DSML. Concrete models created in the chosen DSML are thus instance
models of the DMM. In analogy to that, QMM is the metamodel of the query language that is
to be derived from the DMM by the MQLSetup. Queries that are written in MQL are therefor
instance models of the QMM. Figure 3.2 on page 20 depicts this relationship.

As already mentioned in chapter 1.3 “Aim of the work” on page 3, the derived QMM should
provide the following features:

• The user should be able to define query patterns for the instances of all classes that are
supported by the chosen DSML.

• It should be possible to optionally define any of the featured attributes within the query
patterns that are provided by the corresponding classes in the original DSML.

• It should be possible to define references that connect the query patterns according to the
featured references of the corresponding classes in the original DSML.

• The user should be able to select subpatterns that are contained within the patterns of the
matches in the query resultset. In other words, the user should be able to select particular
features like referenced objects or attributes of matched objects that were defined within
the query pattern.
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Figure 3.1: The MQL framework workflow

• The user should be able to define constraints on the attributes that were specified in the
query pattern. Therefor an expression language needs to be provided that can be used for
the definition of such constraints.

• The user should be able to define “not-exists” constraints on attributes within query pat-
terns and on references between query patterns.

• The user should be able to define “transitive-closure” constraints on references between
query patterns.

In order to provide these features, the derivation of the query metamodel from the domain meta-
model demands several modifications of the DMM.

At the beginning the DMM is simply copied and renamed to QMM. Afterwards the modifi-
cations are performed on QMM.
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Figure 3.2: DMM and QMM

These modifications can be subsumed under two concepts, namely under the “Relaxation” and
the “Augmentation”.

3.2.1 Relaxation

Relaxation is the first type of modification. It is inspired by the equally-named method from the
paper “Systematic transformation development” [28] by Thomas Kühne, Manuel Wimmer et al.
The relaxation defined in this thesis is about adapting the query metamodel by

1. setting the lower bounds of attributes and object-references of all classes to zero and

2. transforming all abstract classes to concrete classes.

The first step is needed in order to give the user the possibility to omit the specification of
unwanted elements in the query pattern specification. As an example one can imagine a user
who wants to create a query pattern to search for all instances of class X in a particular model.
Imagine that class X defines an attribute a1 with an lower bound of a value greater than 0.
Without the first step taken in the process of the relaxation the user would mandatorily have to
create a query pattern that defines at least as many attributes a1 as the lower bound of a1 forces
the user to.
The second step enables the specification of pattern queries about abstract types, i.e. that look
for all (concrete) instances of a particular abstract class and fulfill corresponding constraints.
Withouth this step the user would only have the possibility to search for instances of a particular
class that is a concrete class but wouldn’t be able to define (the more general) query patterns of
abstract classes.
Figure 3.3 on page 21 shows how Relaxation is applied on a (very simple) examplary domain
metamodel (DMM). It can be seen that the lower bounds of the attributes id, title and name as
well as the reference controlUnit were set to 0. The abstract class Component became concrete.

3.2.2 Augmentation

Augmentation is the name of the other type of modifications that needs to be applied on the
QMM. In analogy to relaxation it is also inspired by the concept of “Augmentation” explained
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Figure 3.3: Relaxation

in the paper “Systematic transofmation development” [28]. The “Augmentation” defined in this
thesis seeks to augment the query metamodel with additional features that are essential for the
query language MQL, such as special references, attributes and super types.
Five different types of modifications have been found that have to be applied on the QMM in the
process of augmentation. These modifications will be called “attribute extraction”, “reference
extraction”, “semantical enrichment”, “invariant injection” and “final assembling”.

Attribute extraction This modification tries to enable the definition of expressions and opera-
tors on each attribute of a class. The first step is to take the attributes away from their containing
classes and to create new classes, which are called “AttrClasses”, that should represent these
attributes, hence the name “attribute extraction”. Then, a new containment reference with the
name and multiplicity of the original attribute and with the type of the new “attribute” class
will be added to the original class. The new AttrClass will get a new supertype Type_Attribute,
whereat Type will be the typename of the original attribute. This supertype is needed for the
type-safety validation of attribute expressions by the validation engine of QMM, for the transfor-
mation of concrete query models and the application of expression operations on those attributes.
The Type_Attribute class will get a new containment reference to a typed attribute expression,
whereat this attribute expression will have the type of the Type_Attribute class.
Figure 3.4 on page 22 depicts the QMM before and after the application of the attribute extrac-
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Figure 3.4: Augmentation: Attribute Extraction

tion. It can be seen, that the attributes of all classes were extracted. The class Component now
has a “title” and an “id” containment reference to the classes title_AttrClass and id_AttrClass
respectively, the ControlUnit class has now a “name” containment reference to name_AttrClass.
Moreover, the containment references have inherited the multiplicities of the original attributes.
id_AttrClass has received the new supertype Int_Attribute, which defines a containment refer-
ence to the class Int_AttrExpression, name_AttrClass and title_AttrClass have received the new
supertype String_Attribute, which contains a String_AttrExpression.

Reference extraction This modification is needed in order to allow the user the specifica-
tion of constraints like “not-exists” or “transitive-closure” on references and for the definition
of different possible patterns that are connected via the logical disjunction operator “OR” on
the same reference. In the course of the reference extraction all containment references of all
classes will be replaced with references that point to proxy reference-classes called “reference-
Type_Containment_Ref” and all non-containment references to classes that are called “refer-
enceType_NonContainment_Ref” whereat referenceType stands for the type of the original ref-
erence. These references will receive the name and multiplicity of the original references.
All concrete “referenceType_Containment_Ref” and “referenceType_NonContainment_Ref” classes
will have the abstract superclass “Reference”.
Each Containment_Ref class will have a containment reference with a positive unlimited multi-
plicity pointing to a class of the original corresponding reference and each NonContainment_Ref
class will have a non-containment reference with a positive unlimited multiplicity pointing to a
class of the original corresponding reference. The positive unlimited multiplicities of those
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Figure 3.5: Augmentation: Reference Extraction

reference-classes are needed to facilitate the application of the logical “OR” operator upon ref-
erences. A possible match for that reference must therefore fulfill at least the conditions of one
of the patterns referenced by the reference-class. In other words, an instance of class A that ref-
erences to multiple instances of the class B via an instance of the corresponding reference-class
is interpreted as: Find all instances a of class A that have a reference to an instance b1 of class
B or that have a reference to an instance b2 of class B and so on... .

Figure 3.5 on page 23 demonstrates the application of the reference extraction on the QMM. It
shows that some new classes were added to QMM. The original class MainComponent now has
a containment reference to the reference-class Component_Containment_Ref. This reference-
class defines a containment reference to an arbitrary number of instances of the original Compo-
nent class. Analogously, the class MainComponent also defines a containment reference to the
ControlUnit_Reference_Ref class, which in turn defines an arbitrary number of non-containment
references to ControlUnit.
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Semantical enrichment This modification seeks to semantically enrich elements of the query
language by adding additional attributes and supertypes in order to raise its expressive power
and to enhance its interoperability with the interpreter of the query engine as well as the genera-
tor of its syntax, which will be introduced in a subsequent chapter. Several operations are being
performed in the course of this modification.

The following classes will be added to relevant classes of the QMM:

• NamedElement: Defines the mandatory String attribute “name”. This attribute is needed
since each pattern definition, attribute constraint and reference constraint should be refer-
enceable and selectable by a unique name.

• RootClass: This class defines a containment reference to an evaluation expression. Evalu-
ation expressions are needed to define advanced constraints upon attributes and references
that were specified in that pattern and are explained in detail in the chapter 5.4.3 “Eval
expressions” on page 54. It has NamedElement as a supertype.

• GeneralizableElement: Defines the mandatory Boolean attribute “generalized”. This at-
tribute is needed for the specification of “generalized” attribute-constraints via the star-
operator, which is explained in the chapter 5.4.4 “Existence operators” on page 55.

• NegatableElement: Defines the mandatory Boolean attribute “negated”. This attribute is
needed for the specification of “not-exists” attribute- and reference constraints, which are
explained in the chapter 5.4.4 “Existence operators” on page 55.

• Countable: This supertype marks attribute- and reference constraints as countable ele-
ment, so that they can be counted by the “count()” aggregation operation.

• CalculateableElement: This supertype marks all elements that can be used within evalua-
tion operations like “parseInt(...)” or aggregation operations like “min(...)” or “sum(...)”.

All original classes (i.e. classes that were already present in the DMM) will receive the following
supertypes

• RootClass

• NamedElement (over the RootClass sypertype)

Each AttrClass will receive the following supertypes:

• NamedElement

• GeneralizableElement

• NegatableElement

• Countable

• CalculateableElement
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In analogy to AttrClasses, the reference-classes will receive the following supertypes:

• NamedElement

• GeneralizableElemen

• NegatableElement

• Countable

Figure 3.6 on page 26 shows that the classes Component and ControlUnit have received the
supertype RootClass, which has a containment reference to an arbitrary number of EvalExpres-
sions. EvalExpressions are explained in the chapter 5.4.3 “Eval expressions” on page 54. The
Attribute supertype has received NamedElement, NegatableElement, GeneralizableElement, Count-
able and CaltulateableElement as supertypes, the Reference supertype has received all of these
supertypes except CalculateableElement.

Invariant injection In order to ensure type-safety and consistency of pattern specifications,
constraints, expressions, parameters and references, it is necessary to “inject” validation logics
that can’t be expressed by the means of meta-modeling alone into various different elements of
the QMM. Those validation logics will be interpreted as invariants and will have to be fulfilled
each time when a query model is validated. The most important invariants are :

• Attribute- and evaluation expressions must always return a value of type Boolean.

• Expressions used in parameters of expressionfunctions must always return values of a type
or subtype of the parameter type.

• Upper bound constraints on attributes-constraints must only be obligatory if the attribute-
constraint is not negated and not generalized, because it doesn’t make sense to impose
upper bound constraints on not-exists or generalized attribute-constraints (read more about
that in the chapter 5.4.4 on page 55).

• Upper bound constraints on reference-constraints must only be obligatory if the reference-
constraint is not negated, not transitive and not generalized, because it doesn’t make sense
to impose upper bound constraints on not-exists, transitive’ or generalized attribute con-
straints (read more about that in the chapter 5.4.4 on page 55).

• It shall not be possible to reference to negated elements or to elements that are referenced
within an “OR-branch” (i.e. that are referenced by reference-classes that refer to more
than 1 element), because in the first case it doesn’t make sense to reference to elements
that shall not-exists in a potential match and in the second case it is not possible to define
a condition that must be fulfilled mandatorily by a potential match whereat this condition
itself relies on a possible, but not required condition of another element.
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Figure 3.6: Augmentation: Semantical Enrichment

Figure 3.7 on page 27 shows the query metamodel after the invariant injection. It can be seen
that the subclasses of RootClass, Reference classes, Expression classes, the Countable and the
CalculateableElement class have received new validation operations, which have an operation
name starting with “valid...” and Boolean as the return type.
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Figure 3.7: Augmentation: Invariant Injection

Final assembling Last, but not least, the modified query metamodel QMM has to be extended
with the following classes. The class FindQuery defines two containment references, the first
one called “rootClass” and references to objects of the abstract type RootClass and the second
one called “select”, which references to an object of type SelectClause. The “rootClass” contain-
ment reference is needed so that the user can define an arbitrary number of patterns of concrete
RootClasses that shall be found by the query engine. The “select” containment reference is
needed to allow the user the selection of patterns and attributes that were defined within the
query and shall be contained in the resultset. The class SelectClause defines a non-containment
reference to an arbitrary positive number of NamedElements for this purpose. Finally, the class
QueryCollection defines a containment reference called “union” of type FindQuery with a mul-
tiplicity of *. The idea behind the “union” reference is to allow the specification of an arbitrary
number of queries and to combine their resultsets in one resultset.
Figure 3.8 on page 28 depicts this modification step. It can be seen that the new classes
QueryCollection, FindQuery and SelectClause have been created. The derivation of the QMM
from the original DMM has been finished. Queries have to be instantiated from the QueryCol-
lection class.

Figure 3.9 on page 29 shows an examplary QMM instance model of a query specification which
unions the resultsets of two sub-queries. The first query selects all ControlUnits that are refer-
enced by MainComponents that have an id greater than 123 and have a name that either equals
“CU1” or not define the name attribute at all. The second query searches for all Components
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Figure 3.8: Augmentation: Final Assembling

that have a title that starts with the string “R1”.

3.3 MQLApplication: Execution of the queries

Having defined the concept of the tool MQLSetup for the derivation of the query metamodel
QMM from the domain metamodel DMM, it now gets necessary to explain how MQL queries
should be processed in the context of domain models. This chapter defines the concept of the
tool MQLApplication.

In order to execute MQL queries it is necessary that the MQLApplication will be capable of
performing these two following tasks:

1. MQLApplication has to be capable of performing Model-to-Model or Model-to-Text trans-
formations of queries, i.e. capable of reading as well as transforming the query into a
format that can be understood by a query processor
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Figure 3.9: QMM Instance Model: An example of an MQL query

2. MQLApplication has to be capable of executing the transformed query in the context of a
selected domain model.

Task 1 demands the implementation of an interpreter for the query, i.e. a tool, that will be able
to understand the MQL language and to transform queries written in MQL into a language that
can be understood by a query processor.
Task 2 has to be solved by the application of a query processor. This query processor has to
be able to import a domain metamodel of the desired DSML and to process the query that was
transformed in the task 1 in the context of a desired model that is an instance of the imported
domain metamodel.

Figure 3.10 on page 30 shows the workflow of the MQLApplication. At first the MQL meta-
model and the MQL query model are loaded into the interpreter. The interpreter then transforms
the MQL query based on the loaded MQL metamodel into a query that is understandable by the
query processor. The query processor then loads the DSML domain model as well as the DSML
metamodel in order to set up a query context, loads the generated query and processes it in the
context that has been set up. Finally, the query processor returns the query results, which are
instances of the DSML metamodel and submodels of the target domain model.
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Figure 3.10: MQLApplication: Conceptual workflow
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CHAPTER 4
MQL Framework: Technical

Implementation

This chapter explains the technical implementation of the concepts of the MQL framework,
which were presented in the chapter 3 “MQL framework: The Concept”. This chapter is devided
into three subchapters, namely 4.1 “MQLSetup implementation”, which presents the chosen
technologies and the implementation of the MQLSetup, 4.2 “MQLApplication implementation”,
which presents the chosen technologies and the implementation of the MQLApplication and
4.3 “Final wokflow”, which presents the final workflow of the overall implementation of the
MQLFramework.

4.1 MQLSetup implementation

The complete implementation of the MQLSetup is rather complex and will thus only be sketched
in this subchapter. It begins by explaining the motivations of the selection of the chosen tech-
nology and continues with an overview about the most important components that constitute the
main functionalities of the MQLSetup tool.

The Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) served as the development framework for the MQLSetup
tool, i.e. the query language generator. As stated in the book “EMF: Eclipse Modeling Frame-
work” [33], the open source project EMF is “a powerful framework and code generation facility
for building Java applications based on simple model definitions.” and it is “Designed to make
modeling practical and useful to the mainstream Java programmer ...”. EMF was perfectly suited
for the application of the MDE approach in the context of this thesis for the following reasons:

1. EMF provides a sophisticated Java-based API with a vast number of methods for the ob-
servation, manipulation, creation and annotation of Ecore metamodels and their elements
as well as for their instancemodels. Domain-specific modeling languages can thus be rep-
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resented as Ecore metamodels and programmatically transformed to metamodels of the
query languages.

2. EMF Projects can be neatlessly integrated into XText projects, which allow the creation
of a textual syntax for Ecore metamodels and into Sirius projects, which can be used for
the creation of a graphical syntax. It therefore gets possible to define a new original and
intuitive syntax for the query language.

3. Query technologies like OCL or Viatra can be easily integrated into EMF projects and
could thus contribute to the query engine.

MQLSetup is an EMF based Eclipse Plugin that loads and transforms EMF metamodels, which
are represented as Ecore files, in order to generate a metamodel for the query language MQL
and a syntax specification that will be used for the creation of MQL queries.
MQLSetup contains the three main components, namely the DMMGenerator, the QMMGener-
ator and the XTextGenerator.
DMMGenerator is used to load the Ecore metamodel of a desired domain-specific modeling
language, to update some relevant namespace- and prefix-settings and to save this transformed
Ecore metamodel into the corresponding DMM EMF project. The DMM project is needed, be-
cause it provides the file DMM.genmodel, which is used to generate Java source code from the
metamodel DMM.Ecore. This source code is utilized by the query engine in a further step.
QMMGenerator is used to load the transformed DMM Ecore metamodel and to generate a new
QMM metamodel from it. It is also used to dynamically create the Attribtue- and the Evaluation
expression languages that are main components of the MQL language. The generated meta-
model file QMM.Ecore is saved into the corresponding QMM EMF project. In analogy to the
DMM project, this project is needed to generate Java source code from the file QMM.Ecore,
which in turn is utilized by the query interpreter in a further step.
XTextGenerator is used to generate the syntax specification for the MQL query language based
on the generated query metamodel QMM.
Besides the query interpreter, the QMMGenerator and the XTextGenerator are the most impor-
tant and complicated parts of the whole MQL framework.

4.2 MQLApplication implementation

This subchapter provides a concise documentation of the main components that constitute the
tool MQLApplication, namely the MQL syntax editor, the MQL query interpreter and the query
processor.

4.2.1 MQL syntax framework

This subchapter justifies the selection of the chosen approach and technology for the imple-
mentation of the overall framework of the MQL syntax and then sketchily presents the main
components of the implementation. This subchapter does not provide an explanation about the
actual syntax of MQL. The syntax of MQL is described in the chapter 5 on page 45.
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The implementation of a textual syntax for the query language MQL instead of a graphical
syntax has been chosen for the following reasons. As mentioned in the paper “Classification
of Concrete Textual Syntax Mapping Approaches” by Thomas Goldschmidt Et.al. [22], textual
syntaxes are preferable over their graphical counterparts, because

1. they foster producitivy and usability because of their fast editing style, i.e. it is faster to
type a text than to draw a graphical image,

2. they support the marking of errors,

3. they support quick fixes for errors and

4. they provide autocompletion.

The XText framework [19] served as the development framework for the implementation of the
textual syntax of MQL as well as the textual editor for this syntax. XText was perfectly qualified
as a development framework, since it provided the means that were needed in order to benefit
from all of the advantages of textual syntaxes. To be more specific, the following features of
XText were of great use for the implementation of the MQL syntax as well as the textual syntax
editor:

1. XText is based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework. It supports the specification of textual
syntaxes based on EMF metamodels,

2. it supports live-validation of EMF instance models according to the constraints and invari-
ants of the corresponding EMF Ecore metamodels,

3. it supports the definition of custom validation rules,

4. XText supports customized scoping, i.e. the definition of rules that specify, which ele-
ments should be offered to the user in autocompletion

5. and finally, XText supports the implementation and seamless integration of an Xtend gen-
erator, which can be used as an “Model-to-Text” interpreter of MQL queries and is ex-
plained in detail in the subsequent chapter 4.2.2.

org.MQLApplication generates the syntax of MQL by executing the MW2Workflow in the con-
text of the XText file MQL.xtext that is generated by the XTextGenerator of the MQLSetup tool.
It also defines a customized scope provider. The customized scope provider is used for limiting
the suggested elements when writing an MQL query in the XText textual editor. Besides that,
org.MQLApplication also provides a customized XText textual editor that allows the user not
only to write MQL queries, but also to select domain models and execute written queries in the
context of the selected model.
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4.2.2 Query interpreter implementation

The main task of the Query interpreter is to load the xmi model of the MQL query that was
created in the XText textual editor, to translate it into equivalent Viatra VQL code, so that it
matches the VQL specification according to [7] and to save it in a .vql file. The query processor
then loads this translated query code from the .vql file and executes it in the context of the se-
lected domain model.
Besides the QMMGenerator and the XTextGenerator, the query interpreter is the most important
and rather complicated component of the whole MQL framework.

Viatra was used as the underlying query technology of the query processor for the following
reasons:

1. As stated in the chapter 2.3.4 “EMF-IncQuery and Viatra” on page 15, Viatra is based on
a graph-pattern based approach. Viatra was therefore perfectly fit to serve the goal of this
thesis, which was to generate a query language that allows the users to write queries in
form of model patterns.

2. Viatra’s query engine is based on the incremental pattern-matching RETE algorithm and
can thus be efficiently used for complex queries, since the quick evaluation times of query
patterns, after these query patterns have initially been read by the engine, are practically
independent of the complexity of the query-pattern and the size of the model , since the
whole query-pattern will already be stored in the cache and will be updated on each change
of the target model.

3. The Viatra Query Language (VQL) supports useful operators, such as the transitive-
closure and not-exists as well as aggregation operations like count, sum, min and max.

4. Finally and as already mentioned, Viatra provides a Java-based API for the implementa-
tion of standalone applications that can be easily integrated into EMF Plug-In projects.

The interpreter of the MQL queries was implemented in the language Xtend [14] within the
XText framework. As explained on the official Xtend Eclipse homepage [9], “Xtend is a
statically-typed programming language which translates to comprehensible Java source code”.
According to [9], Xtend has its semantic and syntactic roots in Java. The possibility in Xtend to
specify textual patterns that were generated based on the input nodes of the source model as well
as the interoperability with methods that were written in Java classes were of great use. The last
point was especially relevant, because it allowed the observation of input nodes of the source
model in form of their corresponding Java classes, which were generated by the MQLSetup
during the derivation of the query metamodel QMM, i.e. the metamodel of the query language
MQL.

MQL to VQL Translation

Translation rules had to be found in order to translate MQL queries into equivalent Viatra VQL
queries. Because of the relatively high complexity of the interpreter’s translation logic, only the
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main translation concepts will be explained.

All elements of the MQL query, such as RootClasses, Attributes, References and Collections,
are being transformed to VQL patterns. In order to keep pattern names unique, patterns can re-
ceive names that contain unique ids. Since the VQL patterns are being executed in the context of
a domain model, the generated VQL patterns have to comply with the metamodel specification
of the domain metamodel (DMM), i.e. the metamodel of the chosen DSML.

The interpreter devides the translated VQL patterns into the following categories:

• Starting patterns: Represent the “main query patterns” that are to be processed by the
query processor. They are represented as “FindQueries” in the QMM, i.e. the “Find...”
statements in the MQL query. A starting pattern starts with the prefix “query_” and is the
“starting point” of the whole Viatra VQL query. It thus directly and indirectly refers to all
subpatterns that belong to the same query. The query processor begins its processing of
the VQL code always with the starting pattern. If more than one starting pattern has been
defined in the QueryCollection of the corresponding MQL query (i.e. several “Find...”
statements have been defined and connected via the “union” operator), then the query
processor, which is implemented in Java and makes use of the java-based Viatra Query
API, will process each starting pattern separately and union their result sets.

• RootClass patterns: Represent patterns on EClasses.

• Reference-class patterns (or “OrGroup” patterns): Proxy-patterns, used to define several
possible graph sub-patterns for the same reference declaration.

• RootClass- and OrGroup reference patterns: Proxy-patterns, used to define containment
and non-containment references between EClasses. Reference patterns facilitate the au-
tomatic translation of “not-exists” constraints and trasitive-closures on containment and
non-containment references from MQL queries to VQL code.

Important: Reference-class patterns define patterns for the instances of the Reference-
class supertype in the QMM query. Reference-class reference patterns are “proxy pat-
terns” that connect RootClass patterns with Reference-class patterns.

• Attribute patterns: Represent patterns on EAttributes.

• Evaluation operator patterns: Used to evaluate aggregation evaluations among patterns
(e.g. min, count or sum operations on EAttribtues).

Each RootClass that was defined in the MQL query is being mapped to a corresponding VQL
RootClass pattern. For instance, an “empty” MQL RootClass pattern that searches for all ele-
ments of type InternalElement is transformed to the following VQL pattern:
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pattern query_0(i){
find i_InternalElement(i);

}

pattern i_InternalElement(i){
InternalElement(i);

}

It can be seen that the starting point of the above VQL query patterns is the pattern “query_0”.
Íf a RootClass contains an Attribute, an Attribute pattern and a corresponding reference pattern
are being written in VQL. The RootClass pattern receives a find statement that looks for the
specified reference pattern. A RootClass that searches for InternalElements that have a name
attribute could look like this:

pattern query_0(i){
find i_InternalElement(i,n);

}

pattern i_InternalElement(i:InternalElement,n){
InternalElement(i);
find n_CAEXObject_name_AttrEClass(i,n);

}

pattern n_CAEXObject_name_AttrEClass(i:InternalElement, n){
InternalElement.name(i, n);

}

If the name attribute is constrained by an Attribute expression, a check() clause is written into the
VQL pattern correspondingly. The Attribute expression is translated into an equivalent XBase
expression:

pattern query_0(i){
find i_InternalElement(i,n);

}

pattern i_InternalElement(i:InternalElement,n){
InternalElement(i);
find n_CAEXObject_name_AttrEClass(i,n);

}

pattern n_CAEXObject_name_AttrEClass(i:InternalElement, n){
InternalElement.name(i, n);
check((((n).contains("R1"))&&!((n).equals("R1_Stack"))));

}

It can be seen, that the RootClass pattern “i_InternalElement” does not define a mapping to the
“name” attribtue itself, but looks for the attribute pattern “n_CAEXObject_name_AttrEClass”,
which works as a proxy to the “name” attribute. As already mentioned, this proxy patterns
allows the specification of not-exists constraints. The following code snippet depicts this idea.
If the name Attribute is e.g. constrained by the not-exists existence-operator, then a prefix is
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being set before the find statement in the containing RootClass pattern accordingly:

//... the presentation of other patterns is omitted for the reason of
brevity.

pattern i_InternalElement(i:InternalElement,n){
InternalElement(i);
neg find n_CAEXObject_name_AttrEClass(i,n);

}

The “neg” keyword represents the not-exists constraint on the name attribtue constraint of the
MQL query.

An InternalElement RootClass that contains a not-exists systemUnitClass reference to objects of
type InternalElement or SystemUnitFamily would be translated to the following VQL patterns:

pattern query_0(i){
find i_InternalElement(i);

}

pattern su_OrGroup(su){
find su1_InternalElement(su);

}
or{

find su2_SystemUnitFamily(su);
}

pattern i_InternalElement(i:InternalElement){
InternalElement(i);
neg find su_OrGroup_ref(i,su);

}

pattern InternalElement_systemUnitClass(from:InternalElement, to:
SystemUnitClass){
InternalElement.systemUnitClass(from, to);

}

pattern su_OrGroup_ref(i,su){
find su_OrGroup(su);
find InternalElement_systemUnitClass(i,su);

}

//the presentation of the patterns su2_SystemUnitFamily and
su1_InternalElement is omitted for the reason of brevity.

In analogy with the previous attribute reference example, the OrGroup reference pattern “su_OrGroup_ref”
provides a good example of why it is helpful to define EClass references as own patterns.
By using such a reference pattern it gets possible to apply the “neg” operator on the “ find
su_OrGroup_ref(elem,su);” statement in the pattern “i_InternalElement”, in order to translate
the not-exists constraints imposed on the systemUnitClass reference in the corresponding MQL
query. The OrGroup pattern “su_OrGroup” demonstrates the simple translation of OrGroups in
MQL. Each RootClass specification of the RootClass “su” is being trasnlated to a separate body
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within the “su_OrGroup” pattern, whereat all bodies are connected via the “or” operator.

An MQL query that looks for InternalElements and makes sure that there are at most five
InternalElements that are transitively referenced by that sought after InternalElement via the
internalElement reference is translated to the following VQL patterns:

pattern query_0(i){
find i_InternalElement(i,ie);

}

pattern ie_OrGroup(ie){
InternalElement(ie);

}

pattern i_InternalElement(i:InternalElement,ie:InternalElement){
InternalElement(ie);
InternalElement(i);
find ie_OrGroup_ref(i,ie);
find count576495010(i, ref576495010);
check(((ref576495010)<=(5)));

}

pattern count576495010(elem:InternalElement, result : java Integer){
result == count find ie_OrGroup_ref(elem, ie);

}

pattern InternalElement_internalElement(from:InternalElement, to:
InternalElement){
InternalElement.internalElement(from, to);

}

pattern ie_OrGroup_ref(i,ie){
find ie_OrGroup(ie);
find InternalElement_internalElement+(i,ie);

}

The above query presents the translation of Evaluation expressions to VQL patterns. The pattern
“count576495010” is used to calculate the result of the count aggregation operation. The result
is then accessible by the “result” parameter. Then, pattern i_InternalElement checks whether
this result parameter is smaller or equal to 5. Moreover, pattern “ie_OrGroup_ref” provides
a good example of why it is helpful to write references into own patterns. The “+” opera-
tor in between the pattern name and the round brackets of the statement “ find InternalEle-
ment_internalElement+(container,member);” is used to say VQL to consider the whole transi-
tive closure of the reference pattern “InternalElement_internalElement”.

The Select statements of an MQL query are not being translated to own VQL patterns. Since the
purpose of Select statements in MQL is to select the elements of an MQL query that are to be
contained in the resultset, the query interpreter simply extends the parameters list in the header
of each relevant VQL “query_...” pattern by adding new parameter variables that are bound
to the corresponding EClasses or EAttributes in the pattern bodies that are contained by that
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“query_...” starting pattern. The following example shows the translated VQL code of an MQL
query that looks for InternalElements that define the two Attributes iD and name and selects
them both to be the only elements in the resultset.

//id and n are selected to be contained in the resultset

pattern query_0(id, n){
find i_InternalElement(i,id,n);

}

pattern i_InternalElement(i:InternalElement,id,n){
InternalElement(i);
find id_CAEXObject_iD_AttrEClass(i,id);
find n_CAEXObject_name_AttrEClass(i,n);
n != id;

}

//VQL code of iD and name Attribute reference patterns is omitted for
brevity

One can see that the starting pattern “query_0” has a header that defines the parameter variables
“id” and “n”. These variables are bound to the patterns of the corresponding Attribute patterns.
Since “query_0” is a starting pattern, all of its header’s parameter variables are to be contained
in the resultset.

One may have already noticed the “!=” constraint in the pattern i1_InternalElement of the last
code snippet. It depicts the realization of the inherent “distinct-matches constraint” that is in-
herently imposed upon each attribute and object-reference declaration in MQL. This constraint
is explained in the paragraph about the Star operator in the chapter “MQL: Language Specifi-
cation” on page 58. In accordance with the “distinct-matches constraint”, an MQL query that
defines an InternalElement pattern that defines three separate “internalElement” containment
references to other InternalElements will be translated to the following VQL code:

//Query, OrGroup and reference patterns are omitted for brevity

pattern i_InternalElement(i:InternalElement,ie1:InternalElement,ie2:
InternalElement,ie3:InternalElement){
InternalElement(ie2);
InternalElement(ie1);
InternalElement(ie3);
InternalElement(i);
find ie1_OrGroup_ref(i,ie1);
find ie2_OrGroup_ref(i,ie2);
find ie3_OrGroup_ref(i,ie3);
ie2 != ie1;
ie2 != ie3;
ie1 != ie3;

}
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4.2.3 Query processor implementation

The query processor loads the Viatra VQL query specfication, which was generated by the query
interpreter and saved to a .vql file, as well as the selected domain model, processes the query
in the context of the model and returns the query results. In order to process the query, the
query processor has to load the domain metamodel DMM, i.e. the metamodel of the chosen
domain-specific language.

4.3 Final workflow

This subchapter provides a recapitulation of the already previously described components that
constitute the MQLFramework and then provides a concise sketch of the whole technical work-
flow.

The workflow comprises four different Eclipse projects, the projects DMM, QMM, MQLSetup
and org.MQLApplication.

• DMM is an EMF project that contains the DSML metamodel DMM.Ecore, the DMM.genmodel,
which is used to generate source code from DMM.Ecore and the corresponding “src” di-
rectories, which store the generated Java files. These files are utilized by the VQL query
processor during the query execution.

• QMM is an EMF project that serves the same purpose as DMM, but contains additional
subprojects that are used in the XText textual editor. The source code files of QMM are
utilized by the MQLGenerator inorder to interpret or rather transform MQL queries to
corresponding Viatra VQL queries.

• MQLSetup is used for the generation of the MQL query language.

• org.MQLApplication is used for the execution of queries in the context of a selected do-
main model.

The technical workflow of the MQL framework can be described as follows. At first, the MQL
framework has to be set up. Then, the org.MQLApplication has to be started.
The installation of the MQL framework is performed by the following steps:

1. At first, the user has to run the MQLSetup application and select the domain metamodel,
i.e. an Ecore file of the desired domain-specific modeling language. Once the Ecore file
is selected, the user has to start the generation in MQLSetup.

2. MQLSetup will manipulate the selected Ecore file in order to update some relevant names-
pace specifications to proper values and save this file as DMM.Ecore into the “model”
directory of the DMM EMF project.

3. MQLSetup will then generate the QMM.Ecore file based on the selected DMM according
to the transformation specifications defined in chapter 3.2 “MQLSetup: Derivation of the
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query metamodel” on page 18. QMM.Ecore will then be saved in the “model” directory
of the QMM EMF project.

4. After the generation of the file QMM.Ecore MQLSetup will generate an XText file called
MQL.xtext based on the previously generated query metamodel QMM.Ecore and save
it into the “src” directory of the XText project org.MQLApplication. MQL.xtext will
be the XText grammar specification for the generated query language MQL. After the
generation of DMM.Ecore, QMM.Ecore, MQL.xtext and some additional auxiliary files
the MQLSetup will finish.

5. If there already are some generated DMM and QMM Java files, the user must at first delete
them all. The user then has to run the “Generate model-code” task of the DMM.genmodel
file as well as run the “Generate all” task of the QMM.genmodel file in order to let the
EMF framework generate all necesarry Java files of DMM.Ecore and QMM.Ecore.

6. Finally, the user has to rebuild the org.MQLApplication project based on the new MQL.xtext
file by running the MW2 workflow, in order to update the syntax files of the MQL lan-
guage. Once this task is finished, the user can run org.MQLApplication as an Eclipse
instance.

Figure 4.1 on page 42 shows screenshots of the usage of the MQLSetup tool and the generated
QMM.Ecore as well as MQL.xtext files.

After the installation of the MQL framework org.MQLApplication can be started with the fresh
query metamodel and XText grammar.

org.MQLApplication allows the user to write MQL queries, select a target domain model and
process the queries in the context of this model and works by the following steps:

1. At first, the user has to write the MQL query in the XText textual editor and save it (e.g.
via Ctrl+S).

2. The XTend Model-to-Text generator, which works as the query interpreter,will then trans-
late this MQL query into the VQL code of an equivalent Viatra VQL query and save it
into a vql file. Figure 4.2 on page 43 shows screenshots of the specification of the MQL
query in the MQL Xtext editor and of the translated Viatra VQL query.

3. The user then has to make sure that a target domain model is selected by clicking on the
button “Select Domain Model” and to select the target xmi model.

4. The user then has to click on the “Execute Query” button to run the query.

5. The VQL query processor will load the vql file, which was previously generated by the
query interpreter, the selected domain model and the source code as well as the Ecore file
of the domain metamodel from the project DMM in order to set up a query context. After-
wards, the VQL query processor will execute the loaded VQL query in the fresh context
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Figure 4.1: MQLSetup: Generation of QMM and MQL.xtext

and return the results to the monitor of the MQLApplication. Figure 4.3 on page 43 shows
screenshots of the selection of the target domain model in the tool MQLApplication and
of the retrieved results of the execution of the translated Viatra VQL query.

4.4 Link to the prototype

The MQLFramework prototype and an Eclipse JEE Neon 3 instance can be downloaded from
the following URL.

https://github.com/Racheast/AE_MQL.git.

Please only use the Eclipse IDE instance that is provided by this URL to run the prototype, in
order to avoid some Plugin-dependency-related issues.
Please use the predefined run configurations “MQLSetup” and “MQLApplication” to run the
corresponding projects.
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Figure 4.2: MQLApplication (1/2): Specification of the MQL query and translation of this
query into a Viatra VQL query.

Figure 4.3: MQLApplication (2/2): Selection of a target domain model and execution of the
Viatra VQL query.
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CHAPTER 5
MQL: Language Specification

This chapter provides a concise overview of the main characteristics of the query language MQL.
After a brief introduction it explains the main syntactical features of MQL. It starts with the
basic concept of defining patterns with attribute and object-reference declarations, explains the
major principles of the prototype expression language, goes then over to evaluation statements,
continues with the presentation of some advanced concepts regarding the so-called existence
operators and others and finishes with the concepts of Select statements and query unions.

5.1 General information

As already mentioned, MQL is the short term for Modeling Query Language. It is a query lan-
guage that is generated based on the metamodel of a chosen DSML for querying EMF domain
models that were created in that DSML. The idea behind MQL is to provide an easy-to-use, intu-
itive and efficient query language for domain experts, who lack sufficient IT-knowledge and may
be overwhelmed by the complexity and steep learning curve of other query languages like OCL,
or for users without domain expertise, who want to query models that are based on schemas
unknown to them. The automatic generation of MQL’s metamodel from the metamodel of a
domain specific modeling language, that in turn is used by the domain experts to create their
domain models, should account for the intuitiveness of MQL’s syntax.

MQL follows a pattern-based approach. It allows the user to define one or more patterns and
perform a graph-based search on a selected target domainmodel. The query engine will then
look for all occurrences of that pattern in the target domainmodel and return the corresponding
set of resultset. It provides a prototype of an expression language in order to define constraints
upon the elements that were defined within the patterns, prototypes of aggregation operations
and Select statements to pick the elements of interest from the defined patterns that are to be
contained in the resultset.
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The domain specific modeling language AutomationML has been chosen for this master’s thesis
to be the main examplary DSML for the generation of MQL. MQL has been generated from the
ECore metamodel of the caex model of AutomationML.

As an example, a valid MQL query that searches for the names of all InternalElements that
have a name starting with “R1” and more than 2 systemUnitClass references could look like
this:

Find
InternalElement i {

name n : self.contains("R1");
systemUnitClass s;
eval:count(s).greaterThan(2);

};

Select n;

The following chapters explain all syntactical characteristics and features of MQL in detail.

5.2 Overall query structure

A query specification has to conform to the following form:

<query specification>
(union <query specification>)*

whereat <query specification> stands for the MQL query. The resultset of a query can be com-
bined with the resultset of other queries via the “union” operator.

<query specification> is defined as follows.

<Find statement>
[<Select statement>]

5.3 Find statements

An MQL Query is started with the keyword “Find”. The <Find statement’> specifies the overall
pattern structure that has to be found by the query engine in the target domainmodel. All patterns
that are defined directly after the “Find” keyword have to be found by the query within the target
domain model in order to return a result. If only one of those patterns will not be found by the
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query, then the returned resultset will be empty. The <Find statement> has to conform to the
following form:

Find <pattern definition>;
(<pattern definition>)*
[<Select statement>]

whereat <pattern definition> is defined as:

<declared type name> <unique id> [<pattern body>] ;

<unique id> is the unique name of the corresponding pattern. It is used to make each pattern ref-
erenceable from within the constraint expressions of other patterns or from <Select statements>.
<declared typename> specifies the EClass type of the EObjects from the target domain model
that have to be found by the query pattern.

Find
InternalElement i; //Find all instances of InternalElement

The query can be concretized by defining a <pattern body> for that pattern. A pattern body is
defined within curly brackets { }, which have to be written directly after the type name.

Find
InternalElement i {

//body definition can be written here
};

It is possible to combine the resultsets of two or more query specifications. In this case the
keyword „union“ has to be written after the <query specification> and to be followed by a new
<query specification>. The query engine will collect the matches of all queries within one overall
resultset and return it to the user. It is possible that the engine will return duplicate matches.

//Find all instances of InternalElement or Attributes
Find
InternalElement i;

union

Find
AttributeFamily a {

//body definition can be written here
};
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5.4 Pattern body

The pattern body constitutes a filter in the query and can contain constraints in form of Attribute-
and Object-reference declarations, which are considered patterns themselves, as well as Eval
expressions. Each potential candidate of the domainmodel has to fulfill all of the defined con-
straints in order to be regarded as a match by the query engine. Attribute and object-reference
declarations as well as Eval expressions are explained in the following subchapters.

5.4.1 Attributes

Constraints on all own and inherited EAttributes of the corresponding EClass can be declared in
form of attributes within the pattern body.

Attribute declaration

Each attribute declaration on a particular EAttribute corresponds to an exists clause on this
attribute. Apart from negated ’!’- and star ’*’-constraints, which are explained in a subsequent
chapter, it is only possible to define as many attribute declarations on a particular attribute as the
upper bound of the corresponding EAttribute in the ECore model allows to.
An attribute declaration has to conform to the following form:

<EAttribute name> (<existence-operator>)* <unique id> [: <attribute
expression>] ;

<EAttribute name> is the name of the EAttribute in the corresponding EClass.
<unique id> is an identifier (“variable name”) that has to be unique across the whole query
<existence operator> can be the negation operator ’!’ or the star operator ’*’.
NOTE: The existence operator transitive-closure ’+’ is only applicable to references and NOT
to attributes!
<attribute expression> is used to narrow down the possible values of the corresponding attribute
and is explained in detail in the subsequent chapter.

A simple query, that looks for InternalElements that have defined the “name” EAttribute and
have defined an “iD” EAttribute that contains the String “ABC”, could be defined like this:

Find
InternalElement ie {

name n;
iD i: self.contains(‘‘ABC‘‘);

};

If the corresponding EAttribute has an upper bound of -1 or > 1 and there are two or more
non-negated and non-generalized declarations defined on the same attribute, then it means that
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the corresponding EAttribute of the match should contain at least one value for each particular
declaration that fulfills this declaration’s constraint. The following example illustrates this idea.
In a hypothetical scenario, where an InternalElement has an EAttribute „name“ with an upper
bound > 1, the following query would look for all InternalElements that have defined a name
EAttribute with at least one value that contains the String „R1“ and with at least one other
value that contains the String „Stack“ i.e. The InternalElement should have defined a name
with at least 2 values, whereat the Query Engine inherently implies that values that are potential
candidates for the pattern n shall not be candidates for the pattern m, even if they match m, and
vice versa (n!=m):

Find
InternalElement ie {

name n : self.contains(‘‘R1‘‘);
name m : self.contains(‘‘Stack‘‘);

};

If one in turn wishes to find all InternalElements that have at least one EAttribtue name that
contains the String „R1“ and the String „Stack“, then the following query would work:

Find
InternalElement ie {

name n : And(self.contains(‘‘R1‘‘), self.contains(‘‘Stack‘‘))
;

};

Attribute expressions

Attribute expressions are used to narrow down the possible values of the corresponding attribute
and are written in a prototype expression language that has been created for the purpose of this
master’s thesis. Attribute expressions can specify basic constraints like “length of the String
must be smaller than x” or “the int value of an attribute must be greater than y”. It is also pos-
sible to define more advanced expressions, which e.g. make use of evaluation operators and
references to other attribute constraints.

A usual attribute expression can either start with the logical operators “And(..., ...)” or “Or(...,
...)” or with the placeholder “self”. “self” is used to symbolize the corresponding attribute in
order to apply a function to it. Please keep in mind that “self” does not point to the Object that
contains the attribute. Do not confuse “self” with the familiarly sounding operators “self” or
“this” from other languages.

Possible attribute expressions could look like this:
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name n: self.startsWith(‘‘R1‘‘); //make sure that there’s at least
one name EAttribute that starts with ‘‘R1‘‘

name m: And(self.length().greaterEquals(10),self.contains(‘‘Stack‘‘))
; //make sure that there’s min. 1 name EAttribute that has a
length >= 10 and contains the String ‘‘Stack‘‘

All functions that are provided by the attribute expression language as well as parameter values
are instances of so called “Typed Elements” (e.g. String, Integer, Boolean, Object,...). It is there-
for possible to apply functions within an attribute expression subsequently on other functions or
parameters. The attribute expression itself must always return a value of the type Boolean. Here
is a small example of valid and invalid attribute expressions:

name n: self.length().greaterEquals(‘‘Abc‘‘.length()).toString().
substring(‘‘1‘‘.toString ().length(),2).isEmpty(); //valid
attribute expression, returns boolean

name m: self.length().greaterEquals(2).toString(); //not valid
attribute expression, returns String

NOTE: For purposes of simplicity the operators ’<’, ’<=’, ’>’ and ’>=’ have been implemented
as “smallerThan(...)”, “smallerEquals(...)”, “greaterThan(...)” and “greaterEquals(...)”.

It is also possible to create more advanced attribute expressions by embedding reference and
evaluation operators into an expression. Reference, evaluation and other operators are explained
in detail in the subsequent chapter Operators beginning on page 55.

A query that looks for all InternalElements that have defined an “internalElement” reference,
an iD EAttribute that has a length greater than the amount of the “internalElement” references
and have defined a name EAttribute that contains the value of the iD EAttribute could look like
this:

Find
InternalElement ie {

internalElement j;
iD i:self.length().greaterEquals(count(j));
name n: self.contains(StringRef(i));

};

NOTE: Since reference and evaluation operators are instances of Typed Elements too, it is pos-
sible to apply type-specific functions on them as well:

StringRef(i).length()...

count(n).longValue().toString()...
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Enumeration attributes can make use of expressions as well. An enumeration expression has to
conform to the following form:

<enumeration literal> (or <enumeration literal>)*

A query, which uses an enumeration expression by searching for all InternalElements that have
an their enumeration attribute “changeMode” set to “change” or to “state”, could look like this:

Find
InternalElement ie {

changeMode c: change or state;
};

5.4.2 Object references

Constraints on all own and inherited containment as well as non-containment EReferences of
the corresponding EClass can be declared within the body.
Each object-reference constraint corresponds to an exists constraint on that reference and can be
regarded as a pattern itself. Apart from negated ’!’- , transitive ’+’ and star ’*’-constraints, which
are explained in a subsequent chapter, it is only possible to declare as many object-reference con-
straints on a particular object-reference as the upper bound of the corresponding EReference in
the ECore model allows to.

There are two different types of object-references supported by MQL, namely containment ref-
erences and non-containment references.

Containment references

As the name suggests, containment object-references define references to objects that are con-
tained by the defining object. A containment object-reference declaration has to conform to the
following form:

<reference name> [<existence operator(s)>] <unique id> [<extended
pattern definition>] ;

<reference name> is the name of the containment or non-containment EReference of the corre-
sponding EClass.
<unique id> is an identifier of the pattern and has to be unique across the whole query.
<existence operator> can be the negation operator ’!’ , the star operator ’*’ or the transitive
closure operator ’+’. Existence operators and others are explained in detail in the subsequent
chapter Operators beginning on page 55.
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<extended pattern definition> defines all constraints that have to be fulfilled by the referenced
EObject and it’s specified as

: <type name> <pattern body> (OR <type name> <pattern body>)*

<type name> concretizes the type of the object-reference declaration.
<pattern body> defines the body of the pattern. It is possible to define several body patterns and
to disjunct them via the logical OR operator. Then the potential match candidate must fulfill the
constraints of at least one of the disjuncted pattern bodies.

A query that looks for all InternalElements that have at least one “attribute” reference (in this
case containment reference) to an EObject of the EReference’s type could look like this:

Find
InternalElement i {

attribute a1Ref;
};

Note, that the EReference type of the EReference „attribute“ is Attribute. Since Attribute has
the EClass AttributeFamily as a subtype and since there is neither a type specified nor a pattern
body defined for a1, a1 could match to EObjects of type Attribute as well as AttributeFamily.

If it is desired to only regard instances of AttributeFamily as a match, one could change the
query like this by adding the type specification AttributeFamily:

Find
InternalElement i {

attribute a1Ref : AttributeFamily af1;
};

Following the definition of <pattern body> it is of course possible to define the pattern body for
the object-reference declaration (and nested object-references) as well:

Find
InternalElement ie {

attribute attrRef : AttributeFamily af1{
name nAf1 : self.equals(‘‘MyAttributeFamily‘‘);
attribute aRef : Attribute a2{

name nA2: self.equals(‘‘R1_Length‘‘);
attribute a3Ref : Attribute a3{

//...and so on
};

};
}OR AttributeFamily af2{
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name nAf2 : self.equals(‘‘AnotherAttributeFamily‘‘);
//...and so on

};
};

Analogously to attribute declarations, if the corresponding EReference of an object-references
declaration has an upper bound of -1 or > 1 and there are two (or more) declarations defined on
the same object-reference, then it means that the corresponding EReference of the match should
contain at least one distinct value for each particular declaration that fulfills this declaration’s
constraint. The following example illustrates this idea.
The following query searches for all InternalElements that have at least one “internalElement”
EReference to an InternalElement with a name that contains the String “R1” and at least one
other “internalElement” EReference to an InternalElement that contains the String “Stack”,
i.e. the match must contain at least 2 different “internalElement” EReferences, whereat the
EReference that is matching the pattern i must not be regarded as a possible candidate for the
pattern j and vice versa, even if it fulfills all of its constraints (i!=j) :

Find
InternalElement ie {

internalElement iRef : InternalElement i {
name n : self.contains(‘‘R1‘‘);

};
internalElement jRef : InternalElement j {

name m : self.contains(‘‘Stack‘‘);
};

};

Non-containment references

As the name suggests, non-containment references describe references from objects to other not
contained objects. This means that these objects can be contained by other objects or exist for
themselves within the target domain model.
The following query demonstrates the use of non-containment references in MQL by search-
ing for all InternalElements named “R1_Stack” that have a non-containment reference called
“baseSystemUnit” to other InternalElements that are named “Base”:

Find

InternalElement ie1 {
name n1 : self.equals("R1_Stack");
baseSystemUnit bsu : ie0;

};

InternalElement ie0 {
name n0 : self.equals("Base");

};
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Select ie1;

Note, that the “Select” operator is explained in detail in the chapter 5.5 “Select statements” on
page 63.
In analogy with containment object-references, it is also possible to define several possibili-
ties for a non-containment reference by the application of the “OR” operator. According to
that, the following query searches for all InternalElements called “R1_Stack” that have a non-
containment reference called “baseSystemUnit” to InternalElements named “Base” or to Inter-
nalElements that don’t define a name attribute at all:

Find

InternalElement ie2 {
name n2 : self.equals("R1_Stack");
baseSystemUnit bsu : ie0 OR ie1;

};
InternalElement ie1 {

name n1 : self.equals("Base");
};
InternalElement ie0 {

name! n0;
};

Select ie2;

5.4.3 Eval expressions

Eval expressions are used to impose “advanced” constraints on attribute- or object-reference
declarations that are declared within the same pattern body. For instance, eval statements allow
the user to restrict the maximum value of attributes to a particular value or to restrict the amount
of references of an object-reference declaration to a certain number.

Eval expressions have to conform to the following form:

eval: <eval expression> ;

<eval expression> almost resembles the attribute expressions of attribute declarations. It can
either t with the logical operators “And(..., ...)” or “Or(..., ...)” or with an evaluation operator l

A query that looks for all InternalElements that have at least one, but not more than 4 “in-
ternalElement” EReferences, could look like this:

Find
InternalElement ie {
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internalElement i;
eval:count(i).smallerThan(5);

};

In a hypothetical scenario, where an InternalElement could have more than one name attribute,
the following query would look for all InternalElements that have at least 3 name attributes
starting with the String “R1” and where the sum of lengths of the string values of all attribute
names that start with “R1” is greater than 20:

Find
InternalElement i {

name n : self.startsWith(‘‘R1‘‘);
eval:And(count(n).greaterThan(2),
sum_Integer(StringRef(n).length()).greaterThan(20));

};

5.4.4 Operators

There are three different types of operators supported by MQL: Existence operators, reference
operators and evaluation operators.

Existence Operators

Existence operators are used to set existence-specific constraints on attribute and object-reference
declarations. There are three different existence operators, the negation operator, the transitive-
closure operator and the star operator.

Negation operator Negation operators are symbolized by the character ’!’. They can be used
to negate functions of the type Boolean, the logical conjunction operator ’And(...)’, the logical
disjunction operator ’Or(...)’ and whole attribute as well as object-reference declarations. When
applied to negate functions, ’And(...)’ or ’Or(...)’ operators, the negation operator can be re-
garded as a logical ’NOT’ operator.

When applied to Boolean functions in attribute expressions or Eval expressions, the negation
operator simply negates the returned Boolean value.
The following query looks for all InternalElements that have a name EAttribute that does not
start with the String “R1”:

Find
InternalElement i {

name n : self.startsWith!(‘‘R1‘‘);
//please note that the ’!’ operator has to be written

directly after the function literal
};
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When applied to the ’And(...)’ or ’Or(...)’ operator, the negation operator negates the logical
expression. The following query looks for InternalElements that have an EAttribute name that
neither starts with the String “R1” nor with the String “R2”:

Find
InternalElement i {

name n : Or!(self.startsWith(‘‘R1‘‘), self.startsWith(‘‘R2‘‘)
);

//equivalent to And(self.startsWith!(‘‘R1‘‘), self.startsWith
!(‘‘R2‘‘));

};

When applied to attribute or object-reference declarations, the negation operator is regarded as
a ’not exists’ operator. According to that the following query looks for all InternalElements that
don’t contain a “name” EAttribute and don’t contain a “systemUnitClass” EReference at all:

Find
InternalElement i {

//please note that the ’!’ operator has to be written
directly after the attribute or object-reference feature-
name (not the unique id).

name! n;
systemUnitClass! sRef;

};

In analogy to the previous example, the negation operator can be combined with a subsequent
attribute or object-reference declaration. The following query looks for all InternalElements that
don’t have a “systemUnitClass” relationship to an InternalElement that does not have a “name”
EAttribute that starts with “R1”:

Find
InternalElement i {

systemUnitClass! sRef : InternalElement s {
name! n : self.startsWith(‘‘R1‘‘);

};
};

It is recommended to be aware of the differences between ’not exists’ and the logical ’NOT’
negation operators. The following two queries depict a subtle and yet heavy difference in the
application of the negation operator. While the first query searches for all InternalElements that
don’t have an Eattribtue ’name’ that starts with the String “R1” at all (an InternalElement that
doesn’t have any name EAttributes at all would be a positive match), the second query searches
for all InternalElements that do have an EAttribute ’name’ that does not start with “R1” (an
InternalElement must have at least one name EAttribure, but this EAttribute must not start with
“R1”).
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//First query
Find
InternalElement i {

name! n : self.startsWith(‘‘R1‘‘);
};

//Second query
Find
InternalElement j {

name n : self.startsWith!(‘‘R1‘‘);
};

Attribute as well as object-reference declarations that are negated with the negation operator
constitute negative constraints and thus don’t underlie the upperBound restrictions of the corre-
sponding attributes and object-references. In other words, it is possible to have as many negated
attribute- or object-reference declarations within a pattern body even if their amount is restricted
upwards by a multiplicity with a finite upper bound.

Transitive-closure operator The transitive-closure operator is symbolized by the character
’+’ and corresponds to a transitive-closure constraint, i.e. an “exists”’ clause that is validated
not only within the pattern body (or rather “container”) that declares this object-reference con-
straint, but along all subsequent identical EReferences. Since the object-reference must be pos-
sible from the referenced object itself, the ‘+’ operator can only be applied to object-reference
declarations that declare objects of a type that is equal to or a subtype of the type of the pattern
body (or rather “container”) that contains that object-reference declaration.

The following query searches for all SystemUnitClasses that directly or transitively contain
the EReference “systemUnitClass” to an EObject of type “SystemUnitClass” that has a name
EAttribute with a String value starting with “R1”:

Find
SystemUnitClass su {

systemUnitClass+ sRef : SystemUnitClass s{
name n : self.startsWith(‘‘R1‘‘);

};
};

The following example demonstrates an invalid query that tries to find all InstanceHierarchies
that directly or transitively contain an EReference “internalElement” to an InternalElement with
a name starting with “R1”.
This query causes a validation error since the EClass InstanceHierarchy does not share a Su-
pertype with the EClass InternalElement that would provide the EReference “internalElement“.
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Although the EClass InternalElement defines an EReference called “internalElement“ as well,
it is not the same EReference as defined in InstanceHierarchy and is thus regarded as a different
EReference.

Find
InstanceHierarchy ie {

internalElement+ iRef : InternalElement i { //VALIDATION
ERROR!

name n : self.startsWith(‘‘R1‘‘);
};

};

Transitive object-reference declarations don’t underlie the upperBound restrictions of the corre-
sponding object-references in order to enable conjunctions of transitive object-reference decla-
rations. Therefore it is possible to have as many transitive object-reference declarations within
a pattern body even if their amount is restricted upwards by a multiplicity with a finite upper
bound.

Star operator The star operator is symbolized by the character ’*’ and is used for declaring
attributes and object-references that shall not underlie the inherent distinct-matches constraint.
The inherent distinct-matches constraint demands that a match that matches a declared attribute
or object-reference pattern must not be regarded as a match of any other non-negated attribute
or object-reference pattern, even if the match fulfills all conditions of that other pattern. In other
words, there should be at least one distinct match for each non-negated attribute and non-negated
object-reference pattern.
Thus, the star operator specifies a constraint (or rather “pattern”) that should be fulfilled at least
once by ANY potential candidate, no matter if this potential candidate already matches another
pattern.

The subsequent examples demonstrate some practical use cases of the star operator.
The following query tries to find an InternalElement that has an “internalElement” reference to
an InternalElement that has a name starting with “R1” and has an “internalElement” reference
to another InternalElement that has a name containing “Stack”. The query should also ensure
that all matches generally have at least 5 distinct “internalElement” references. Without using
the star operator it is impossible to count all “internalElement” references since there would be
no object-reference declarations that would comprise ALL potential matches.

Find
InternalElement ie {

internalElement iRef : InternalElement i {
name n : self.contains(‘‘R1‘‘);

};
internalElement jRef : InternalElement j {

name m : self.contains(‘‘Stack‘‘);
};
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eval:count( ?? ).greaterThan(5); //PROBLEM: it is unclear
how to count ALL internalElement references since iRef is
meant to be distinct from jRef and vice versa.

};

Adding a new object-reference declaration kRef without the star operator won’t solve the issue,
since k will be inherently meant to be distinct from iRef and jRef.

Find
InternalElement ie {

internalElement iRef : InternalElement i {
name n : self.contains(‘‘R1‘‘);

};
internalElement jRef : InternalElement j{

name m : self.contains(‘‘Stack‘‘);
};
internalElement kRef;
eval:count(kRef).greaterThan(5); //PROBLEM: matches of iRef

and jRef aren’t regarded as potential matches of kRef
};

By adding a new “internalElement” object-reference declaration without a pattern body defini-
tion and marking it with the star-operator it now gets possible to count all “internalElement”
references:

Find
InternalElement ie {

internalElement iRef : InternalElement i {
name n : self.contains(‘‘R1‘‘);

};
internalElement jRef : InternalElement j {

name m : self.contains(‘‘Stack‘‘);
};
internalElement* kRef; //kRef marked with the star operator!

kRef now regards all potential candidates as matches.
eval:count(kRef).greaterThan(5);

};

Another use case would be the query from the above example extended with a constraint to make
sure that there is at least one “internalElement” reference to an InternalElement that contains
an “attribtue” reference and wants to make sure that all potential candidates are regarded as
valid matches for that constraint. The new object-reference declaration internalElemen* lRef
embodies that constraint. Note that it would be impossible to express this query in MQL without
the use of the star operator, because of the inherent distinct-matches constraint.

Find
InternalElement ie {

internalElement iRef : InternalElement i {
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name n : self.contains(‘‘R1‘‘);
};
internalElement jRef : InternalElement j {

name m : self.contains(‘‘Stack‘‘);
};
internalElement* kRef;
internalElement* lRef : InternalElement l {

attribute a;
};
eval:count(kRef).greaterThan(5);

};

Attribute as well as object-reference declarations that are annotated with the star operator don’t
underlie the upperBound restrictions of the corresponding attributes and object-references,

Reference operators

Reference operators are used to refer to attribute declarations. They can be used in attribute
expressions as well as eval statements. It is only possible to refer to attributes that are declared
in the same pattern body, i.e. it is not possible to refer to attributes that are declared in the
parent’s or child’s pattern body definition. As already mentioned, reference operators are typed
elements, i.e. it is possible to apply type-specific functions on them. Reference operators are
type-specific. This means that in order to refer to an attribute of a particular type one has to use
a reference operator of the same type, e.g.:

StringRef(name) //refer to the String attribute declaration name

IntegerRef(length) //refer to the Integer attribute declaration
length

When used in the attribute expression of an attribute declaration, the query engine will look
for the existence of at least one EAttribute that matches the referenced attribute declaration and
can satisfy the attribute expression. The following query looks for all InternalElements that
have an EAttribute name that contains the String “R1”. The InternalElement must also have
an iD EAttribute that has a String value with a length that is greater than the length of the
InternalElement’s name EAttribute that contains the String “R1”:

Find
InternalElement ie {

name n : self.startsWith(‘‘R1‘‘);
iD i : self.length().greaterThan(StringRef(n).length());

};

The application of reference operators in evaluation operators is explained in the subsequent
paragraph.
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Evaluation Operators

Evaluation operators can be used within attribute expessions of attribute declarations as well as
eval statements. They are primarily used for aggregation purposes. Evaluation operators can
only be applied on attributes (via reference operators) and/or objects that are declared in the
same pattern body, i.e. it is not possible to apply evaluation operators on attributes and/or ob-
jects that are declared in the parent’s or child’s pattern body definition. As already mentioned,
evaluation operators are typed elements, i.e. it is possible to apply type-specific functions on
them.

The following evaluation operators are supported in the current version:

• count: Counts all distinct occurrences of an attribute or object declaration. Example:

count(ieName)

• sum_Integer: Calculates the sum over all distinct values of a given attribute or expression.
Values have to be of type Integer. Read the chapter “Type-restriction of min, max and sum
operators” for more information.

An attribute has to be referenced via the corresponding reference operator, e.g.:

sum_Integer(IntegerRef(length))

It is possible to apply functions on the reference operator and to evaluate the result of the
expression instead of the original value of the attribute, e.g.:

sum_Integer(StringRef(nameAttr).length())

A sum can be calculated over the distinct values of other evaluation operators too, e.g.:

sum_Integer(Integer_parseInt(StringRef(nr)))

• sum_Double: Works by analogy with the sum_Integer operator, but with values of type
Double. Read the chapter “Type-restriction of min, max and sum operators” for more
information.

• min_Integer: Finds the smallest value of a given attribute or expression

An attribute has to be referenced via the corresponding reference operator, e.g.:
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min_Integer(IntegerRef(length))

It is possible to apply functions on the reference operator and to evaluate the result of the
expression instead of the original value of the attribute, e.g.:

min_Integer(StringRef(nameAttr).length())

The min value can be determined from the values of other evaluation operators, e.g.:

min_Integer(Integer_parseInt(StringRef(nr))

• min_Double: Works by analogy with the min_Integer operator, but with values of type
Double. Read the chapter “Type-restriction of min, max and sum operators” for more
information.

• max_Integer: Finds the largest value of a given attribute or expression

An attribute has to be referenced via the corresponding reference operator, e.g.:

max_Integer(IntegerRef(length))

It is possible to apply functions on the reference operator and to evaluate the result of the
expression instead of the original value of the attribute, e.g.:

max_Integer(StringRef(nameAttr).length())

The max value can be determined from the values of other evaluation operators, e.g.:

max_Integer(Integer_parseInt(StringRef(nr)))

• max_Double: Works by analogy with the max_Integer operator, but with values of type
Double. Read the chapter “Type-restriction of min, max and sum operators” for more
information.
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• Integer_parseInt: Tries to parse a given String value to the corresponding Integer if possi-
ble. This operator was implemented for experimental purposes only and can cause unex-
pected behavior (e.g. Exceptions being thrown) of the query engine. Example:

Integer_parseInt(StringRef(nr))

Type-restriction of min, max and sum operators

The evaluation operators sum,min and max have been implemented in a “type-restricted” way
for reasons of stability and simplicity as well as due to limited time that was available for the
development of this project.
The postfixes _Integer and _Double on the sum, min and max operators stand for the type of
the value, that can be evaluated by the evaluation operator. It is not possible to try to evaluate
a value that is of a different type than the type mentioned in the postfix of the evaluation operator.

As an example, sum_Integer is used in the following expression, since StringRef(n).length()
returns a value of the type Integer:

sum_Integer(IntegerRef(length))

Analogously one must use the operator sum_Double, if e.g. the Integer value returned by
.length() shall be converted to a Double value, i.e.:

sum_Double(StringRef(n).length().doubleValue())

The following expression will cause a validation error, since it tries to evaluate a value of type
Double instead of Integer:

sum_Integer(StringRef(n).length().doubleValue())

5.5 Select statements

Select statements enable the user to select matches of subpatterns as well as attributes or ref-
erences that could be matched during the query execution to be in the resultset. If there is no
Select statement defined in a query specification, then the resultset of the query will only contain
objects that match the patterns that were specified directly after the “Find” keyword. A Select
statement can be defined directly after a pattern definition of the Find statement, has to select the
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unique id of at least one pattern, reference or attribute that is defined in the corresponding query
specification and has thus to conform to the following form:

Select <unique id> (, <unique id>)* ;

As an example, the following query searches for the names and units of all Attribute elements
that are contained by the InternalElement named “R1_Stack” via the “attributerreference.

Find
InternalElement i {

name n: self.equals("R1_Stack");
attribute aRef : Attribute a{

name m;
unit u;

};
};

Select m,u;

Without the Select statement it would be impossible to define such a query.

There are a few limitations in the current prototype of MQL when it comes to the selection
of ids of attributes and object-references. It is not possible to select the ids of attributes and
object-references that are negated via the negation operator. At the moment it is also not pos-
sible to select the ids of attributes or object-references that are defined within the pattern body
that is itself a part of or has a parent pattern that is a part of a pattern body disjunction. In other
words, it is not possible to select an attribute or object-reference that is defined within an OR-
branch.
The following queries depict this problematic case:

//Query 1
Find
InternalElement i {

name n: self.equals("R1_Stack");
attribute aRef : Attribute a {

name m;
attribute a2Ref : Attribute a2a{

name m2;
}OR Attribute a3b{

name m3;
};

};
};

Select m; //Valid Select statement
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//Query 2
Find InternalElement i {

name n: self.equals("R1_Stack");
attribute aRef : Attribute a {

name m;
attribute a2Ref : Attribute a2a {

name m2;
}OR Attribute a2b {

name m3;
};

};
};

Select m2; //Inalid Select statement

The select statement of the first query is valid, since m is not defined within an OR-branch,
whereat the select statement of the second query is invalid, because it selects m2, which is
defined within the OR-branch of the Attribute a2.

5.6 Query union

The results of a query can be combined with the results of another queries. As an example,
the following query looks for all Attributes that are contained by an InternalElement named
“R1_Stack” via the “attribute” EReference and for all Attributes, that are contained by all Inter-
nalElements that are contained transitively via the “internalElement” EReference of the Inter-
nalElement “R1_Stack”:

Find
InternalElement i {

name n: self.equals("R1_Stack");
attribute a1Ref;

};

Select a1Ref;

union

Find
InternalElement j {

name m: self.equals("R1_Stack");
internalElement+ j2Ref : InternalElement j2{

attribute a2Ref;
};

};

Select a2Ref;

The union operator can also be applied on queries that return results of different Types. The
following query searches for all InternalElements that define an “attribute” reference, for the
names of all InstanceHierarchies and for all CAEXFiles:
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Find
InternalElement i {

attribute aRef;
};

union

Find
InstanceHierarchy h{

name n;
};
Select n;

union

Find
CAEXFile f;
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CHAPTER 6
Evaluation

6.1 Evaluation of the usability of MQL compared to Viatra VQL

A controlled experiment had been conducted, in which participants had to solve model querying
tasks, in order to get the necessary data to measure the usability of MQL and Viatra VQL and to
compare both query languages regarding the usability.
In the course of the conceptualization of this evaluation Viatra VQL had been chosen to be the
comparative query language, because of its relatively easily understandable approach on the
specification of some main model querying capabilities, such as Not-Exists constraints, transi-
tive closures and references among model elements. Other well-established model query lan-
guages, such as OCL or ATL, were rejected for their relatively high complexity and high amount
of initial effort, that has to be taken in order to get familiar with those main querying capabilities.

The following subchapters at first provide a definition of usability, as it was measured in the
course of this experiment, then explain the experiment’s methodology and finally present the
evaluation results.

6.1.1 Definition of usability

According to ISO 9241-11 [3] and as explained in [17] , usability has to cover the following
three aspects:

• Effectiveness: The ability of users to complete tasks using the system, and the quality of
the output of those tasks

• Efficiency: The level of resources consumed in performing tasks

• Satisfaction: Users’ subjective reactions to using the system.

Based on this definition, the efficiency was interpreted as the time that was needed to finish
the given tasks. The effectiveness was interpreted as the achieved percentage score on the given
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tasks. Moreover, the overall satisfaction was interpreted according to the definition of the System
Usability Scale (SUS) by J. Brooke in the paper “SUS - A quick and dirty usability scale” [17].
As mentioned in “An Empirical Evaluation of the System Usability Scale” [12] by Bangor et
al., the SUS is technology agnostic, it is relatively easy to use and it provides a single usability
score that can be easily understood. The SUS is a quantitative context-free measure of a user’s
subjective perception of the satisfiability of a given artefact. Besides that, the SUS questionnaire
can be even used on sample sizes of 5 candidates and still provide SUS scores that lie within
about 6 points of SUS scores that are measured with much bigger samples [32]. Therefore, the
SUS was well suited to enable a comparison of the users’ satisfaction of MQL and Viatra VQL.

6.1.2 Evaluation methodology

Experiment conduction

A controlled experiment had been conducted based on the recommendations from the paper “A
practical guide to controlled experiments of software engineering tools with human participants”
[27] by Ko, LaToza and Burnett in order to evaluate the usability of MQL compared to Viatra
VQL. The task comprised the following steps:

1. Recruitment and demography survey

2. Consent

3. Training

4. Task execution

5. Interviews and debriefing

Recruitment and demography survey In order to simulate the usage of the query languages
among domain experts, who lack profound IT-training and are in need for an easy-to-use model
querying language, the participants for the experiment were chosen to match to the following
selection criteria:

• The participant must be active in a technical field, such as engineering, or have a technical
background.

• The participant must have no experience in Viatra VQL.

Due to the lack of resources that were available for this master’s thesis, only 10 participants were
found who satisfied this criteria. The know-how level of the participants ranged from students
of the Bachelor degree in computer science with less than one year of practical experience in
IT-related domains, across university graduates of fields, such as mathematics and without any
experience in computer science, to PhD students with over 10 years of software engineering-
related practical experience and several years of experience in the application of model-querying
technologies.
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Two participant groups were formed, namely the control group, which should use Viatra VQL,
and the experimental group, which should use MQL. Participants and the overall level of know-
how were distributed equally over the two groups, in order to avoid the situation, where the
one group consists solely of IT-experts and the other one consists of relatively unexperienced
participants. Seven query tasks were given to the participants of the experiment. Each query
task should cover a main functionality of the query language and had to be solved on paper.
Participants of the control group had to solve the given query tasks with the Viatra VQL query
language. Participants of the experimental group had to solve the given tasks with MQL.

Consent The participants were informed about the process of the experiment and had to sign
a consent.

Training At first, the participants were trained in the DSML that was used for this experiment
and is explained in more detail in the section 6.1.2 on page 70. Afterwards, the participants were
trained in the use of the main functionalities of either MQL or Viatra VQL, that were needed for
the completion of all tasks. Finally, the participants were given 15 minutes to contemplate about
the training and to ask questions. The whole training took about 30 minutes.

Task execution There was no particular time limit set for the execution of the tasks, which are
explained in detail in the subsequent section 6.1.2 beginning on page 70. The participants had
the opportunity to take as much time as needed for each task or to skip any tasks. Besides that,
the participants were given a “cheat sheet”, i.e. a summary of all main functionalities of their
query language that were needed to solve all query tasks.

The query language constituted the independent variable of this experiment. The dependent
variable of this experiment, namely the usability, as defined in the previous chapter, was mea-
sured as follows.

In order to evaluate the efficiency of the tested query languages in the context of each particular
task, the time that was needed to complete each task was measured for each participant.
The effectiveness of the query languages was measured after the experiment and it was measured
as the percentage score that was achieved by each participant on each particular task. Since the
tasks had to be performed on paper instead of in the corresponding query tools, syntax errors
and other errors, that would have been detected by the tools’ live validation capabilities, had no
or only a small impact on the overall score. Moreover, the participants had no possibility to find
out whether their proposed solution on a task was correct or not during the experiment.
In order to measure the perceived satisfiability of the evaluated query language, the participants
had to fill in the SUS questionnaire immediately after the finishing of the whole test.

Interviews and debriefing After the execution of the tasks, the participants had the oppor-
tunity to explain what they liked or not liked about the query language as well as to give rec-
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ommendations for improvement. Finally, the participants were debriefed about the nature and
purpose of the experiment.

Task specification

The MQLApplication had been in a prototype state and was prone to Eclipse-specific bugs of
XText and the Viatra query API. These bugs could not be solved in the course of this master’s
thesis. In order to avoid bias in the participants’ perception of both query tools based on those
bugs, the tasks had to be solved on paper instead.

A metamodel of a DSML called “University” had been created for the evaluation of MQL. This
metamodel was designed to be simple and easily understandable, in order to avoid unnecessary
misapprehensions among the participants. Nevertheless, this DSML was designed to provide all
main features of an Ecore metamodel, in order to simulate a “real world” DSML and to pro-
vide a DSML that enables the evaluation of all main features of MQL and Viatra VQL. The
“University” DSML provided the following features:

1. Abstracts classes and concrete classes.

2. Type inheritance.

3. Classes with attributes of various multiplicities.

4. Containment- and non-containment references of various multiplicities.

5. Classes with references that enable the evaluation of transitive closure constraints.

Figure 6.1 on page 71 shows the metamodel of the “University” DSML.

The query tasks were designed to cover the following important and frequently demanded fea-
tures of model query languages:

• F1: Querying for elements with constraints set upon their attributes.

• F2: Querying for elements that are connected with each other by references.

• F3: Application of aggregation operator count() in the query.

• F4: Application of the transitive closure operator upon references in the query.

• F5: Application of the not-exists operator in the query.

The following query tasks should cover those features individually as well as in a mixed way, in
order to simulate some real world tasks:

• Q1: Find all professors that have an email that ends with the String „gmail.com“ (covers
F1).
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Figure 6.1: Metamodel of the “University” DSML

• Q2: Find all persons that don’t have an email attribute that ends with the String „myuni.at“
(covers F1 and F5).

• Q3: Find all students that attend to courses that are lectured by the professor with the
name „Peter Parker“ (covers F1 and F2).

• Q4: Find all courses that have at least two exams (covers F3).

• Q5: Find all courses that are directly or indirectly mandatory for the course with the name
„Masters Defense Exam“ (covers F4).

• Q6: Find all courses that are NEITHER directly NOR indirectly mandatory for the course
with the name „Masters Defense Exam“ (covers F4 and F5).

• Q7: Find all courses that are directly or indirectly (hint: transitive closure) mandatory for
at least 3 courses (covers F3 and F4).

6.1.3 Evaluation results

Results of the control group

Figure 6.2 on page 72 shows the results of the evaluation of the efficiency of the control group,
which used Viatra VQL. It shows the amount of minutes that was needed by each participant
to complete each query task and it shows the corresponding means as well as the summed up
values. It shows, that the query tasks Q1 and Q2 were the fastest to solve tasks, whereat Q7
appeared to be the task that demanded the most time. In average, the participants needed a mean
of 7.78 minutes to solve each task and a mean of 54.44 minutes to finish all 7 tasks. Figure
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Figure 6.2: Efficiency of Viatra VQL: Minutes needed for each query task by each participant.

Figure 6.3: Effectiveness of Viatra VQL: Achieved % on each query task by each participant.

6.2 also shows, that the fastest participant finished all seven tasks within 22.27 minutes and the
slowest participant within 92.
Figure 6.3 on page 72 shows the results of the evaluation of the effectiveness. It shows the
percentage scores of each user that were achieved on each query task and their corresponding
means. In average, all participantes achieved an overall mean score of 82.66 % on all tasks.
The average score that was achieved on Q6 with a mean of 60% and on Q7 with a mean of
66.6% suggest, that the definition of auxilliary patterns for the combination of the transitive
closure operator with the not-exists or with the count-operator appeared to be rather hard to
understand. The % - scores on Q3 suggest, that the concept of the specification of reference
constraints among several patterns in MQL seemed to be the hardest one to understand, whereat
the application of the transitive closure and the count() operator as well as the specification of
attribute constraints appeared to be the most effective. Figure 6.3 also shows, that 58.57% was
the lowest score and 100% was the highest score, that was achieved on all seven tasks, whereat
two participants managed to achieve the 100%.
Figure 6.4 on page 73 shows the SUS scores of each participant for Viatra VQL. It shows, that
the mean SUS score for the Viatra VQL query language is 53.50. The lowest SUS score of
Viatra VQL is 37.5 and the highest score is 65.
In addition to the quantitative data, some useful information could also be gained from the inter-
views of each participant after the task execution. Participants, who were more experienced in
the application of modeling- and model querying languages perceived Viatra VQL’s concept of
the definition of patterns for the specification of transitive closure constraints to be illogical and
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Figure 6.4: Satisfiability of Viatra VQL: SUS score given by each participant.

Figure 6.5: Efficiency of MQL: Minutes needed for each query task by each participant.

confusing. The specification of count operations upon references appeared to be unnecessarily
complex as well. Although the mean SUS score that was given by all participants of the control
group is 53.50, two participants, who were unexperienced in the application of modeling- and
model querying languages thought, that they would be able to use this language well after a
several days of constant training.

Results of the experimental group

Figure 6.5 on page 73 shows the results of the evaluation of the efficiency of the experimental
group, which used MQL. It shows the amount of minutes that was needed by each participant
to complete each query task and it shows the corresponding means as well as the summed up
values. It shows, that the query tasks Q1 and Q4 were the fastest to solve tasks, whereat Q2 and
Q3 appeared to be the task that demanded the most time. In average, the participants needed a
mean of 3.78 minutes to solve each task and a mean of 26.4 minutes to finish all 7 tasks. Figure
6.5 also shows, that the fastest participant finished all seven tasks within 20.30 minutes and the
slowest participant within 37 minutes.
Figure 6.6 on page 74 shows the results of the evaluation of the effectiveness. It shows the
percentage scores of each user that were achieved on each query task and their corresponding
means. In average, all participantes achieved an overall mean score of 95.14 % on all tasks. The
average score that was achieved on Q2 with a mean of 80% suggests, that the differentiation
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Figure 6.6: Effectiveness of MQL: Achieved % on each query task by each participant.

Figure 6.7: Satisfiability of MQL: SUS score given by each participant.

between “not-exists” constraints upon and “not-equals” expressions on attributes seemed to be
relatively hard to understand. The % - scores on Q3 suggest, that the concept of the specification
of reference constraints among several patterns in MQL seemed to be the hardest one to under-
stand, whereat the application of the transitive closure and the count() operator as well as the
specification of attribute constraints appeared to be the most effective. Figure 6.6 also shows,
that 80.71% was the lowest score and 100% was the highest score, that was achieved on all seven
tasks, whereat two participants managed to achieve the 100%.
Figure 6.7 on page 74 shows the SUS scores of each participant for MQL. It shows, that the
mean SUS score for the MQL query language is 78.5. The lowest SUS score of MQL is 67.5
and the highest score is 90.

In addition to the quantitative data, some useful information could also be gained from the in-
terviews of each participant after the task execution. It could be seen, that the specification of
references between patterns was perceived by all participants to be relatively hard to understand.
Moreover, all participants of the experimental group asked about how to define backward refer-
ences, e.g. from Course to Student. The mean efficiency value of 8 minutes, that was achieved
on the task Q3 and is the highest mean efficiency value of all, supports this assumption. Besides
that, the mean effectiveness value of 93%, that was achieved on Q3, appears to be the second
lowest value of all.

Two participants found it hard to differentiate among the NamedElements (i.e. attribute, refer-
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ence and pattern declarations) that could be used in the eval statement of a pattern and NamedEle-
ments that could not be used in the eval statement. It can be assumed, that this last uncertainty
can actually be partly mitigated by the scoping and live-validation capabilities of the XText edi-
tor of the MQLApplication.

Moreover, 3 participants of the experimental group asked questions regarding the differentia-
tion between not-exists constraints upon and not-equals expressions on attributes. The mean
efficiency value of 5.86 minutes, that was achieved on Q2 and is thesecond highest value of all,
as well as the mean effectiveness value of 89%, which is the lowest value of all, suggest, that the
concept of negation demands a better explanation and a clearer realization. On the other hand,
the task Q2 the most logically-challenging task of all.

One participant was confused about the combined application of the transitive-closure and the
not-exists operators on the same reference.

Comparison of the control and the experimental group

The results for both groups, that were gained from the controlled experiments, are compared
against each other in this section.
Figure 6.8 on page 76 compares the efficiency scores that were achieved by the control and the
experimental group in the course of the experiment. It shows the mean amount of minutes that
was needed by all members of each group for each particular query task. It can be seen, that
Q2 was the only task that could be finished faster by the control group, which used Viatra VQL,
than by the experimental group. This suggests, that the differentiation of not-exists constraints
upon attributes and negated expressions was harder to understand in MQL than in Viatra VQL.
The mean amount of minutes that was needed on Q4, Q5, Q6 and especially Q7 suggests, that
the concept of the definition and combination of not-exists and transitive closure constraints as
well as the application of the count operator on references was much more intuitive in MQL than
in Viatra VQL.
Figure 6.9 on page 77 compares the mean effectiveness scores, as measured by the %-score, that
were achieved on each query task by all members of the control group with the mean effective-
ness scores that were achieved on each query task by all members of the experimental group.
Figure 6.9 shows, that Q3 is the only task that has a higher mean %-score of the control group,
which used Viatra VQL, than the experimental group. However, this difference is rather small.
This slightly supports the assumption that was already made based on the interviews of mem-
bers from the experimental group, that the specification of references in the context of task Q3
appeared to be a little unintuitive in MQL. Figure 6.9 also shows, that three tasks, namely Q1,
Q4 and Q5, could be solved in MQL completely to 100% by all members of the experimental
group, whereat only Q5 could be solved in Viatra VQL by all members of the control group.
Moreover, the group that used MQL could achieve superior effectiveness scores on Q6 and Q7
compared to the other group. This supports the assumption made in the previous paragraph, that
the specification and combination of not-exists as well as transitive closure constraints and count
operators on references is more intuitive in MQL than in Viatra VQL.
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Figure 6.8: Efficiency: Comparison of the means of minutes needed on each query task by
participants of the experimental group vs. the control group.

Lastly, figure 6.10 on page 77 tries to compare the “overall” measures of the three usability cri-
teria, namely efficiency, effectiveness and satisfiability of each group against each other. Figure
6.10 compares the mean amount of minutes that were needed by all members of each group per
query task, the mean sum of minutes that was needed by all members of each group to finish all
tasks, the mean %-score that was achieved by all members of each group on all tasks as well as
the mean SUS scores that was given by all members of each group on their corresponding query
language.
Figure 6.10 shows, that MQL could achieve higher usability scores regarding all three usability
criteria, as defined in [3]. The members of the experimental group, which used MQL, needed
in average 3.78 minutes per task, whereat members of the control group needed about twice
as long per task. Accordingly, members of the experimental group needed 26.46 in average to
finish all tasks, whereat it took members of the control group 54.44 minutes in average to finish
all tasks. Furthermore, the experimental group achieved a mean effectiveness score of 95.14%
on all query tasks, whereat the control group achieved a mean score of only 82.66%. Finally,
members of the experimental group rated the satisfiability of MQL with a mean SUS score of
78.50. In contrast to that, members of the control group rated the satisfiability of Viatra VQL
with a mean SUS score of 53.50.
This comparison shows, that MQL achieved higher scores regarding all three criteria of usability,
whereat its superiority mainly lies in its efficiency, followed by the satisfiability.
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Figure 6.9: Effectiveness: Comparison of the means of %-scores that were achieved on each
query task by participants of the experimental group vs. the control group.

Figure 6.10: Usability: Comparison of the aggregated means of the measurements of efficiency,
effectiveness and satisfiability.

6.2 Comparison of the execution time and memory consumption
of Viatra VQL and other query tools

MQL queries are interpreted via a Model-to-Text transformation into equivalent Viatra VQL
queries. The MQL query engine therefore makes use of the Java-based Viatra VQL Query
API [21] in order to execute the transformed VQL queries.

In the paper “The Train Benchmark: cross-technology performance evaluation of continuous
model queries” [34] Dániel Varró et al.. profoundly evaluated the performance of various query-
ing tools, such as Viatra VQL and Eclipse OCL, in the context of continuous model queries
in terms of execution time and memory consumption. Hence, their foundings in [34] are also
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Figure 6.11: Querying tools evaluated in [34]

highly relevant regarding the execution time and memory consumption of the MQL query en-
gine.
Figure 6.11 on page 78 shows all querying tools that were evaluated and compared against each
other in their paper.

Because of the relevance of [34], this chapter briefly explains the methodology of the evalua-
tion from [34] and sums up the evaluation results regarding the memory concumption and the
execution time of incremental Viatra VQL queries.

6.2.1 Evaluation methodology

As stated in [34], the overall evaluation scenario was composed as follows. A metamodel of a
railway application was used for the experiment and is depicted in figure 6.12 on page 79. An
instance model generator was used to automatically generate railway domain models of different
sizes. A set of well-formedness constraints was defined in form of queries, whereat each query
was implemented in all query languages presented in figure 6.11. Finally, fault injection and
repair operations were specified, in order to imitate the work of system engineers by model
transformations.
The authors of [34] designed their train benchmark to comply to the following four criteria for
domain-specific benchmarks defined in [23]:

1. Relevance: The benchmark must measure the peak performance and price/performance of
systems when performing typical operations within that problem domain.

2. Portability: It should be easy to implement the benchmark on many different systems and
architectures.

3. Scalability: The benchmark should apply to small and large computer systems.

4. Simpicity: The benchmark must be understandable, otherwise it lacks credibility.
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Figure 6.12: a: The Train Benchmark Metamodel, b: Supertype relations [34]

The instance model generator used the following approach. At first, small fragments of instance
models were generated and connected to each other. The exact number of elements and car-
dinalities was randomized, in order to avoid highly symmetric models that could be efficiently
cached by the querying tools. The smallest model contained 5000 triples, the largest about 19
million triples. Errors, such as invalid attribute values, missing or superfluous references, were
randomly injected into the models during the generation.
The evaluation in [34] comprised the following phases:

1. Read: The instance model is loaded from the disk into the memory and the validation
queries are initialized, but not executed yet.
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2. Check: The instance model is queried to identify invalid elements.

3. Transformation: The instance model is changed, as if system engineers are manipulating
it.

4. Recheck: The transformed instance model is checked again, i.e. the queries are executed
again to identify invalid elements.

The following three different evaluation scenarios were specified, in order to simulate real world
use cases of system engineers.

1. Batch: Error-free model is loaded and checked. Use case: A system engineers opens a
model in a domain editor (read phase) that immediately evaluates the model (check phase).

2. Inject: Errors are injected into the loaded model. Use case: The engineer performs small
faulty changes on the model (transformation phase). The domain editor must immediatly
validate the model (recheck phase). The size of the query match set increases.

3. Repair: A model with errors is loaded (read phase), validated (check phase), repaired
(transformation phase) and validated again (recheck phase). The size of the query match
set decreases.

Validation constraints were defined in form of queries, ranging from simple property checks to
complex path constraints were defined. The queries checked for positive conditions, i.e. the
existience of particular patterns, negative conditions, i.e. the not-existence of patterns and filter
conditions, which validated property values.
In analogy with that, transformations were defined that should manipulate models by inserting
or deleting particular patterns of vertices and edges as well as update property values.

As stated in [34], the benchmark was performed on a virtual machine with an eight-core, 2.4
GHz Intel Xeon E5-2630L CPU with 16GB of RAM, and an SSD hard drive. The machine was
running a 64-bit Ubuntu 14.04 server operating system and the Oracle JDK 1.8.0_111 runtime.
The independence of performance measurements was guaranteed by running each sequentially
and in a separate JVM.

The execution times were measured in ms separately for each phase for models of increasing
sizes, whereat size was measured as the number of elements in the model. The means of execu-
tion times per phase in combination with the model sizes were compared against each other.

As stated in [34], the determination of the memory consumption is challenging, because of
the non-deterministic nature of the garbage collector and memory-optimizations in collection-
frameworks. The authors of [34] therefore used the following approach:

1. The hard limit L was set to define the available JVM heap memory and a trial run was
performed.
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2. If the trial run executed within a specified timeout, then L was halved to L’ = L/2. If the
trial run failed, then L was doubled to L’ = 2L.

The memory consumption was measured for models of increasing sizes, whereat size was inter-
preted as the amount of elements in the model.
The execution times and the memory consumptions were measured separately.

6.2.2 Evaluation results

Execution time

As shown by Daniel Varro et al. in [34], the incremental Viatra VQL tool was superior to
the other tools during the check and the recheck phase in the Batch+Inject as well as Repair
scenarios. For instance, the execution times of Viatra VQL query models that were loaded during
the “Read” phase are almost constant 5 ms long, no matter if the model had 8k or 2M elements.
No other query tool could provide such quick execution times and times that were constant and
indepenent from the model size. This superiority is based on the fact, that the incremental Viatra
VQL tools caches up the RETE-net of the query model after the read phase and can therefore
achieve almost immediate execution times during the query execution. However, this benefit
can be only observed in scenarios, where queries are executed continuously on the same models,
which are stored in the cache and are only subject to incremental updates. Individual queries
on individual models, that have to be cached again again and again, will produce moderate
execution times during the “Read” and “Check” phase that are similar to the execution times of
the other tools.

Memory consumption

The authors of [34] compared the various querying tools against each other in terms of memory
consumption during the batch scenario for models of various sizes.
They have shown, that the incremental Viatra tool has the highest memory consumption of all
querying tools. For instance, a Viatra VQL query model that targeted a domain model with a
size of about 4.7M elements, demanded about 7000 MB of memory space to be cached. This
is based on the fact, that the incremental Viatra tool caches up the model and the RETE-net
representation of the query in order to facilitate rapid evaluations of the query models. In contrast
to this, a provisionally implemented simple local search - based algorithm that was developed
by the means of the Java-based EMF API only demanded a memory space of less than 500 MB
for models of the same size. Moreover, the core API of the graph database Neo4J [5] demanded
a constant memory space of less than 100MB for loading the models of all possible sizes as well
as initializing and executing the queries. This results have shown, that the incremental version
of Viatra VQL is strongly limited by the memory capacity that is available at the workstation.
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6.3 Execution time of MQL queries compared to “handwritten”
VQL queries

As shown in the previous section 6.2 and in [34], incremental Viatra VQL queries can achieve
the fastest execution times compared to other query tools from [34], once the RETE-net of the
VQL queries has been initialized by the query engine. However, the price for this quick exe-
cution times is a relatively high memory consumption of the incremental Viatra VQL engine.
Therefore, it is very important to design Viatra VQL queries as concisely or as optimally as pos-
sible, in order to maximize the execution time and avoid out-of-memory errors or other failures
during the query execution.

This section provides a brief evaluation of different types of queries that were created in MQL
and automatically transformed into VQL queries by MQL’s query interpreter and of equivalent
“hand written” concise VQL queries in order to identify potential problematic model-to-text
transformation rules of the MQL query interpreter, which e.g. could have a negative impact on
the execution time of the transformed VQL queries.

6.3.1 Evaluation methodology

This section at first presents the case that was used for the evaluation, then introduces the queries
that were used for the evaluation and presents the methods that were used for the evaluation of
the execution time.

Evaluation case

The MQL framework was set up based on the examplary and simple “University” (“UMS”)
metamodel, which was created solely for evaluation purposes of this masters thesis and is de-
picted in the figure 6.1 on page 71. An UMS instance model was created for the evaluation of
a predefined set of queries. Besides that, an instance model generator was implemented that
supported the generation of randomized UMS instance models of various sizes.
The size of a generated instancemodel is calculated as follows:

Model size = NrStudents + NrProfessors + NrCourses + NrExams

This generator allowed the generation of a chosen number of Student, Professor and Course
instances with randomized attributes and randomized references between each other. Once a
randomized UMS instance model had been generated, the evaluation instance model was in-
jected into it, so that the evaluation queries could be executed in the context of the randomized
and large instance model. Instance models that were generated by the generator did not influence
the evaluation of the predefined evaluation queries in order to ensure soundness of the results of
the evaluation queries.
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Evaluation Queries

At first, the following most important MQL features that should be evaluated in MQL and VQL
were identified:

• F1: Direct references between 2 or more instance elements

• F2: Not-Exists constraints upon direct and transitive references

• F3: Application of the logical OR operator in non-containment references

• F4: Application of the logical OR operator in containment references

• F5: Application of the evaluation operator “count” on features

The application of the logical OR operator on containment- and non-containment references was
tested separately due to different implementations of the corresponding transformation rules for
the OR operator in the MQL query interpreter. Moreover, the feature of simply querying for pat-
terns of single instance elements that contain attribute-constraints was not tested in the course of
this evaluation, because MQL queries that search for such patterns are transformed by the MQL
query interpreter to (almost) as consice and optimal VQL queries as hand written VQL queries.

Then, a set of queries was defined to be used for this evaluation. Those queries were speci-
fied abstractly in written language. The following queries were specified in order to evaluate the
previously named MQL features:

• Q1: Find all Students that attend to courses that are lectured by the Professor with the
name „Peter Parker“ (tests F1).

• Q2: Find all courses that are NEITHER directly NOR indirectly mandatory for the course
with the name „Masters Defense Exam“ (tests F2).

• Q3: Find all courses c1 named “Masters Defense”. Find all courses c2 named “Seminar
for Masters”. Find all professors p that lecture c1 or c2 (tests F3).

• Q4: Find all courses that have exams e1 starting with the string “analysis” or have exams
e2 starting with the string “innovation” (tests F4).

• Q5: Find all Courses that have at least two exams (tests F5).

Then, two query subsets were defined, whereat the first set contained the MQL implementations
of the abstract queries and the second set contained the equivalent manually written VQL im-
plementations of that queries. The VQL queries were designed to be as concise as possible. The
subsequent pages present the MQL and VQL implementations of the abstract queries Q1, Q2,
Q3, Q4 and Q5.

Implementation of Q1:
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//MQL:

Find
Course c;
Professor p {

name n: self.equals("Peter Parker");
lectures l: c;

};
Student s {

attends a: c;
};
Select s;

//VQL:

pattern query_0(s){
Professor.name(p, "Peter Parker");
Professor.lectures(p,c);
Student.attends(s,c);

}

Implementation of Q2:

//MQL:

Find
Course c {

mandatoryFor+! m : mastersDefense;
};
Course mastersDefense {

name n : self.equals("Masters Defense Exam");
};
Select c;

//VQL:

pattern query_0(c){
Course(c);
Course.name(mastersDefense,"Masters Defense Exam");
neg find transitive(c,mastersDefense);

}
pattern transitive(c,m){

find mandatoryFor+(c,m);
}
pattern mandatoryFor(c,m){

Course.mandatoryFor(c,m);
}

Implementation of Q3:

//MQL:

Find
Course c1 {

name nc1 : self.contains("Masters Defense");
};
Course c2 {

name nc2 : self.contains("Seminar for Masters");
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};
Professor p {

lectures l1 : c1 OR c2;
};

//VQL:

pattern query_0(p,c1,c2){
Course.name(c1,"Masters Defense Exam");
Course.name(c2,"Seminar for Masters");
Professor.lectures(p,c1);

}or{
Course.name(c1,"Masters Defense Exam");
Course.name(c2,"Seminar for Masters");
Professor.lectures(p,c2);

}

Implementation of Q4:

//MQL:

Find
Course c :{

exam eRef: Exam e1 {
examID ei1: self.startsWith("analysis");

}OR Exam e2 {
examID ei2: self.startsWith("innovation");

};
};

//VQL:

pattern query_0(c){
Course.exam(c,e);
Exam.examID(e,ei);
check(ei.startsWith("analysis"));

}or{
Course.exam(c,e);
Exam.examID(e,ei);
check(ei.startsWith("innovation"));

}

Implementation of Q5:

//MQL:

Find
Course c {

exam e;
eval:count(e).greaterEquals(2);

};

//VQL:

pattern query_0(c){
Course(c);
nr == count find courseExam(c,e);
check(nr>=2);
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}
pattern courseExam(c,e){

Course.exam(c,e);
}

Measurement of execution time

Inspired by [34], instance models of various sizes ranging from 431 elements to 67831 elements
were generated. Then, each VQL and MQL query was executed five times in a row on each
instance model. Finally, the median value of the five executions was taken for each MQL and
VQL query, in order to compensate potential statistical outliers.

6.3.2 Evaluation environment

The evaluation was performed on an x64-based “HP ProBook 470 G5” with an Intel Core i5-
8250U 4-core CPU (4x 1800MHz), 8GB RAM and a Lite-On CV3 SSD. The evaluation of
the execution time was performed in an Eclipse Jee-Neon instance (Version: Neon.3 Release
(4.6.3)) VM that ran with a fixed heap space of 1500 MB.

6.3.3 Evaluation results

Figure 6.13 on page 88 presents the evaluation results of the execution times of the MQL and
VQL implementations of the abstract queries Q1 to Q5 on instance models of increasing sizes.
The evaluation results show, that the transformation rules of the MQL query interpreter that were
applied in the transformation of the MQL implementations of Q1, Q2 and Q3, generate a VQL
code that has rather big performance issues in terms of execution time. While the manually writ-
ten VQL implementations of Q1, Q2 and Q3 show almost no increase in execution time when
the model size is increased, the execution times of their MQL counterparts increases rapidly.
The MQL implementations of Q2 and Q3 even ended up in out-of-memory errors when they
were applied on models of rather small sizes.
This bad performance of MQL queries is the result of the VQL code that is produced automati-
cally by the MQL query interpreter. In order to create referenceable patterns of nodes and edges
for the specification of references across different model elements, the MQL query interpreter
creates many auxiliary VQL constraints inside of patterns that have to be re-evaluated by the
VQL query engine each time when the VQL query engine evaluates a particular pattern. The
results of the MQL query Q3 in figure 6.13 on page 88 demonstrate the extreme case, where the
logical “OR” operator is applied on the reference specification of the reference “lectures” inside
a Professor pattern. The VQL query engine has then not only to evaluate all of the previously
mentioned auxiliary constraints for one “lectures” reference, but has to re-evaluate them for all
potential matches of the “lectures” reference in the context of the OR operator.

On the other hand, the execution times of the MQL implementations of the queries Q4 and
Q5 coincide with the execution times of their “manually written” VQL counterparts rather pre-
cisely. In contrast to the application of the OR operator on non-containment references, as done
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in Q3, the application of the “OR” operator on containment-references in Q4 shows only a very
small upper deviation of the execution times of MQL compared to VQL.
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Figure 6.13: Execution times of the MQL and VQL implementations of the queries Q1 to Q5
on models with various sizes.
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CHAPTER 7
Related work

7.1 The survey process

The approach of this thesis to generatively transform the metamodel of domain-specific mod-
eling languages into query languages that are tailored towards the application in that particular
domain of interest, in order to provide an easy-to-use query language, is rather new and novel.
Therefore, it was not easy to find related work that deals with the generation of query languages
for the querying of domain models by reusing their original domain metamodels.
A survey had been conducted in order to find related literature. The following queries had been
used on the scientific databases Scopus and ScienceDirect:

• Q1: “model querying” AND “model driven engineering” AND “query language”

• Q2: “modeling languages” AND “query languages” AND (“generic” OR “generative”
OR “generating” OR “derivation”)

• Q3: “model” AND “queries” AND “reusing metamodel”

• Q4: “modeling query language”

• Q5: “domain specific query language”

The survey has yielded only one paper that presents an approach that is comparatively similiar to
the approach presented in this thesis. This approach is called “EMF-Query” and is presented by
Carlos Noguera and Viviane Jonckers in their paper “Model Querying with Query Models” [30].

The following subchapter concisely presents this approach and compares it with the MQL ap-
proach from this thesis.
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7.2 EMF-Query

7.2.1 The concept

Carlos Noguera and Viviane Jonckers presented a prototype called “EMF-Query” for their ap-
proach on querying EMF models by the specification of queries in form of models or rather
model patterns in their paper “Model Querying with Query Models” [30]. As in the approach
of this thesis, the query language EMF-Query is generated from the metamodel of a domain-
specific modeling language. As explained in [30], “Queries in the EMF-Query approach are
composed of model fragments augmented with variables and special relations between model
elements, that express transitive relations and negation. Queries are then translated to a set of
logic predicates which are matched against model instances. The matching provides bindings
for every variable, thus providing the results for the query.”.

The EMF-Query approach consists of the following main parts: An own logic-based query
language that extends the logic-based language EKOKO [31], a metamodel derivation tool that
derives the query metamodel from the metamodel of the domain-specific modeling language and
a model-to-text transformator that transforms the query models to equivalent queries in the own
logic-based query language.

The overall workflow of their approach consists of the following steps:

1. Derivation of the query language from the metamodel of a domain-specific modeling lan-
guage.

2. Definition of query models that are instances of the generated query metamodel via a
visual syntax editor.

3. Model-to-text transformation of the query model to an equivalent query in a logic-based
query language and execution of this query.

The EMF-Query approach is similar to the proposed MQL approach of this thesis on the first
glance. In order to make up the differences, it is necessary to take a deeper look into the derived
query metamodel and its query models.
Figure 7.1 on page 91 depicts the metamodel of a simple DSML that allows the definition of
classes that can contain attributes and methods and can be contained by packages. It also exem-
plary presents a small instance model of this DSML.

The default query metamodel, which is depicted in figure 7.1 (a), defines the three standard
query elements, namely Query, Variable and Relation. Variables are used to represent the saught
after elements of the query that can vary in different matches of the same query. References
are used to define special references between instances of classes. Transitive-closure references
define two elements to be transitively reachable over the same reference. Reachable references
define that two elements have to be reachable by any of all available references.
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Figure 7.1: EMF-Query: The running example of a simple class model [30]

Figure 7.2: EMF-Query: The default (a) and extended (b) query metamodels. [30]

In the course of the derivation of the query metamodel a class for each class in the target meta-
model will be created that will extend this class and the Variable class from the default query
metamodel. The resulting query metamodel is depicted in figure 7.1 (b). Thereby, each new
class will receive all of the features, i.e. references and attributes of the original target class.
This approach tries to derive a query metamodel that preserves the original arrangement of all
elements from the target metamodel.

Figure 7.3 (a) shows a small query model that looks for all direct subclasses of the class Person
and for the packages of those subclasses. The query from figure 7.3 (b) looks for all direct and
indirect subclasses (and their packages) of the class Person.
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Figure 7.3: EMF-Query: Query models with simple (a) and transitive (b) reference declarations.
[30]

7.2.2 Comparison with MQL

At first it is necessary to reflect about the different approach of the derivation of the query meta-
model. The final query metamodel of EMF-Query preserves the original arrangement of classes
of the target metamodel by simply building the “query-framework” upon the target metamodel.
Therefore, the amount of additional classes that need to be generated is almost the same as the
amount of classes in the original metamodel. The lean query metamodels can ease the definition
of further query model transformations, such as model-to-text transformations. In contrast to
this, the MQL approach transforms the original metamodel by adding additional intermediate
reference-, collection- and attribute classes. This causes the number of needed additional classes
to get very big and can complicate the definition of further query model transformations.

On the other hand, one obvious shortcoming of the EMF-Query approach is the lack of the
“Relaxation” of the query metamodel, as explained in the section 3.2.1 on page 20. This can
prevent a meaningful validation of EMF-Query models on the metamodel level, since the user
will always be bound to the original lower bounds of attributes and references of all classes. One
can imagine a query that looks for all instances of a particular class X that define an attribute Y
with the value Z, whereat the lower bound of Y is set to three. In this case the user would have
to specify at least three attributes Y in the variable for class X in order to create a syntactically
valid EMF-Query model.

The proposers of [30] also don’t present a handy way of creating query models that should target
all possible instances of abstract classes. This could become a tedious task, because firstly, ab-
stract classes of the target metamodel are not being “relaxed” to concrete classes and secondly,
no classes are created that extend abstract classes from the target metamodel and the Variable
class during the derivation of the query metamodel. Hence, if a user would like to create queries
that target all possible instances of an abstract class, she or he would have to create EMF-Query
models for each particular concrete subclass of that abstract class.
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Apart from that the class Reachable from the EMF-Query metamodel in combination with the
logical query language EKOKO [31] shows an advantage compared to MQL’s approach on ref-
erences. While it is very easy to define “class X is reachable from class Y” constraints in EMF-
Query, it is inherently almost impossible to define such constraints in MQL, because MQL’s
underlying query technology Viatra, at least in its current version 2.1.0 from the 19th December
2018, does not support an easy and decent way to declare them.
In contrast to EKOKO, Viatra uses the RETE algorithm, which allows very quick query execu-
tion times that are almost independent of the size of the query [13].
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CHAPTER 8
Conclusion & future work

8.1 Conclusion

This chapter at first tries to answer the research questions that were defined in the chapter 1.3
“Aim of the work” on page 3, then, critically reflects the implementation of the MQL approach
and concludes with some open issues.

8.1.1 Answering the research questions

RQ1: Which concepts need to be added or midifications need to be applied to a modeling lan-
guage, in order to derive a query language from it?

In order to derive a query language from a modeling language, this thesis proposes the applica-
tion of the two main modification steps “Relaxation” and “Augmentation”, which are inspired
by the equally-named methods from the paper “Systematic transformation development” [28]
by Thomas Kühne, Manuel Wimmer et al.

The task of “Relaxation” consists of two main steps. At first, the upper bounds of all attribute
and reference cardinalities are set to 0, in order to relax the validation constraints of the query
language that should be derived. Then, all abstract classes are turned into concrete classes, in
order to enable the definition of query patterns on abstract types as well.

The task called “Augmentation” tries to augment the original and relaxed metamodel, in order to
make it support additional querying capabilities. “Augmentation” comprises the following types
of modifications:

• Attribute extraction: All attributes are removed from their classes and transformed to
be own classes. The original classes receive containment-references to the new classes of
their corresponding attributes. According to the attributes’ original types, the new attribute
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classes receive containment-references to type-specific expressions. This modification
tries to enable the possibility of imposing constraints upon the existence and cardinality
of particular attributes.

• Reference extraction: The references of all classes are modified, so that they point to
proxy objects called “ReferenceObjects”. These “ReferenceObjects” point to the classes
of the original references. This modification tries to enable the possibility of imposing
constraints upon references between instances of classes in the query.

• Semantical enrichment: All original classes, attribute classes and reference classes re-
ceive supertypes, such as “NamedElement”, “NegatableElement” or “Countable”, in or-
der to facilitate the specification of queries, evaluation constraints and select statements
on particular elements.

• Invariant injection: Invariants in form of methods that are executed during the validation
of a query model need to be defined and injected into relevant classes, in order to enable
further validation constraints of query models, such as satisfiability checks, that can’t be
expressed by the means of meta-modeling alone.

• Final assembling: Additional elements, such as QueryCollection or SelectClause are
added to the generated query metamodel.

The whole concept of the derivation of a query language from a modeling language is explained
in detail in the chapter 3 “MQL Framework: The Concept” starting on page 17.

RQ2: As mentioned in [11], a query language in the realms of relational databases must at
least provide the following six primitive operators in order to have a sound mathematical foun-
dation and thus be considerable as a relational algebra:

• Relation: Is a mathematical term for table, which is a set of tuples; a relation with arity k
is a set of k-tuples.

• Union: Returns a relation containing all tuples that appear in either or both of two spec-
ified relations.

• Difference: Returns a relation containing all tuples that appear in the first and not the
second of two specified relations.

• Product: Returns a relation containing all possible tuples that are a combination of two
tuples, one from each of two specified relations.

• Project: Returns a relation containing all (sub) tuples that remain in a specified relation
after specified attributes have been removed.

• Select: Returns a relation containing all tuples from a specified relation that satisfy a
specified condition.
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Which of these six primitive operators are supported by the generated query language?

Relation can be expressed by specifying relations between two or more query patterns, as shown
in the section 5.4.1 “Object references” on page 51 in the chapter 5 “MQL: Language Spec-
ification”. Union can be expressed via the “Union” operator, as presented in the section 5.5
“Query union” on page 65. The MQL prototype currently does not support the difference oper-
ator, although it can be implemented relatively easily. Since the MQL query engine is based on
the Viatra VQL query engine, all queries are internally interpreted as graph-patterns executed
over EMF models, which are interpreted as graphs. VQL graph patterns are composed out of
variables that are bound to properties of nodes (i.e. attributes of classes) and other nodes that
are connected via edges (i.e. references of classes). The Viatra VQL engine binds all possible
matches to all possible variables and therefore returns result set that contains all possible tuples.
MQL therefore supports the Product operator. The “Select” operator of MQL, as defined in the
section 5.5 “Select statements” on page 63, supports the selection of particular attributes and
other features as well as whole query patterns from the potential resultset of the whole query
specification and can be therefore regarded as the implementation of the product and select op-
erators, as defined in the research question RQ2.

RQ3: How does the modeling language need to be modified in order to enable satisfiability
checks on queries that are defined in the generated query language?

As already mentioned in the answer on RQ1, it is possible to inject additional validation con-
straints into the classes of the query metamodel in course of the task called “invariant injection”.
These constraints facilitate the validation of the satisfiability of queries.

RQ4: What is the usability of the derived query language compared to the usability of the graph
pattern-based query language Viatra VQL, as defined by ISO 9241-11 [3]?

The controlled experiment, which had been conducted in order to evaluate the usability of MQL
compared to Viatra VQL in terms of efficiency, measured as the time needed to finish the given
query tasks, the effectiveness, measured as the %-score achieved on the tasks and the satisfiabil-
ity, measured by the SUS score as rated by the participants of the experiment after its completion,
yielded the following results.
As shown in figure 6.10 on page 77, the participants of the experimental group, which used MQL
to do the query tasks, needed in average 3.78 minutes to finish each task and 26.46 minutes to
finish all tasks, whereat the participants of the control group needed about twice as long to finish
each task and all tasks respectively. This result suggests, that MQL was more intuitive to use
than Viatra VQL. Furthermore, the experimental group achieved a mean effectiveness score of
95.14% on all query tasks, compared to the 82.66% achieved by the control group. Finally, the
participants of the experimental group rated the satisfiability of MQL with a mean SUS score of
78.50, whereat the participants of the control group rated Viatra VQL with a mean SUS score of
53.50. According to [12], artefacts that have a score above 70 are at least “passable”. “Good”
artefacts can be found between the high 70s and below the 90s score, whereat artefacts with a
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score of 90 or more are considered to be superior. As stated in [12], “artefacts of less than 70
should be considered candidates for increased scrutiny and continued improvement and should
be judged to be marginal at best” and that artefacts under 50 are considered to be unacceptable.
These results show, that MQL could achieve better scores in all three usability criteria, having
its strongest benefit in its efficiency.
Knowing these results one should keep in mind, that the participants of the experiment had no
experience in Viatra VQL and have only received a brief, 30 minutes long introduction into the
query language of their participant-group. Although they were allowed to use “cheat sheets”
throughout the experiment, they could have achieved different scores on the given tasks within
different times and rated differently on the SUS questionnaire, if they had a longer introduction,
more experience in their corresponding query language or a different set of query tasks to solve.

RQ5: What is the performance of the query engine of the generated query language in terms
of execution time and memory consumption compared to other existing query technologies?

Dániel Varró et al. provided insights into their profound performance evaluation of various dif-
ferent querying tools, such as Viatra VQL and Eclipse OCL, in the context of continuous model
queries in their paper “The Train Benchmark: Cross-Technology Performance Evaluation of
Continuous Model Queries” [34]. The technologies were evaluated and compared against each
other in terms of query execution time and memory consumption. Since the MQL query engine
is based on the Viatra VQL query engine, which has been evaluated in [34] as well, this paper
was perfectly suited as the main source of information for the comparison of VQL with other
query tools and is concisely presented in the chapter 6 “Evaluation” starting on page 67.
The evaluation results in [34] show, that the incremental version of Viatra VQL, which is used in
the MQL approach, has moderate execution times when the query and the target model are ini-
tially loaded into memory, but has highly superior query execution times after the initial loading
of the target model and the initial computation of the RETE-net of the query. This superiority
is based on the implementation of the RETE algorithm, which enables almost immediate query
execution times after the initial setup of the RETE-net.
Of course, this quick execution times can only be achieved, when the same query is applied
on the initial target model for at least a second time, also if this model has been incrementally
transformed. If the target model changed with a different one or the query is being rewritten
completely, then this model has to be loaded and the RETE-net of the query has to be computed
from scratch [13].
In order to achieve quick query execution times, the Viatra VQL query engine has to utilize
a high amount of memory, so that the RETE-net can be kept in the cache and be quickly re-
calculated on demand. As shown in [34] and in the chapter 6, this nature of the incremental
Viatra VQL query engine causes it to be the query tool with the highest amount of memory
consumption compared to all other query tools that were evaluated in [34].

Although VQL queries have clear benefits in terms of execution time over several other well-
established query technologies, there is a strong difference in execution time among VQL queries
that are generated from MQL queries by the MQL query interpreter and VQL queries that are
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written and optimized by hand. The results from the evaluation of execution times of MQL
queries compared to “plain” VQL queries from the section 6.3 starting on page 82 show, that
MQL queries that search for patterns that define references between several model elements can
face big performance issues in terms of execution time when applied on models of increasing
sizes. This disadvantage of MQL queries is based on the fact that the MQL query interpreter
generates a rather big and complicated VQL code with lots of auxiliary patterns and constraints
that have to be evaluated extensively by the VQL query engine.

RQ6: Which approaches on the derivation of query languages for model querying from domain-
specific modeling language do already exist?

A literature survey, as described on page 89 in the chapter 7 “Related work”, has been conducted
in order to obtain related literature. Because of the novelty of the MQL approach presented in
this thesis, it was not easy to find related works that dealt with the derivation of query languages
for model querying by reusing the domain-specific modeling languages of the models. The lit-
erature survey yielded only one relevant result that could be considered as comparatively related
to the approach of this thesis. This approach is called “EMF-Query” and is presented by Carlos
Noguera and Viviane Jonckers in their paper “Model Querying with Query Models” [30]. The
authors try in this approach to augment the original metamodel of the DSML by so called vari-
able classes and special references in order to define declarative queries over EMF models and
to reduce the mental overhead of current well-established query languages. Their approach is
explained on page 89 in the chapter 7 “Related work” and compared against the MQL approach
in order to identify some strengths and weaknesses of both approaches.

8.1.2 Critical reflection and open issues

Limitation of the evaluation

Limitations of the usability evaluation Although the candidates of the controlled experiment,
which was conducted in order to evaluate the usability of MQL and Viatra VQL, had been
chosen to have varios levels of expertise regarding the use of model querying technologies as
well as software engineering in general and had been equally devided across the control and the
experimental group regarding their expertise, only 10 candidates could be found to participate in
that experiment. It cannot be ruled out that this small sample size has had negative impact on the
validity of the evaluation results. However, as stated by Jeff Sauro in his blog called “10 things
to know about the System Usability Scale (SUS)” [32], the SUS questionnaire can be used with
sample sizes of only 5 candidates as well and still provide SUS scores that lie within 6 points of
SUS scores that were achieved with very large sample sizes 50% of the time. Nevertheless, Jeff
Sauro does not state in [32], which sizes he is talking about when saying “very large samples”.

Limitations of the execution time evaluation It cannot be ruled out, that the manually written
Viatra VQL queries were not the most efficient, as measured by the execution time, Viatra VQL
queries possible on the given query tasks. It is possible, that less time- (and memory-) consum-
ing Viatra VQL query solutions on the given query tasks exist. Besides that, the “University”
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metamodel that was designed to be the DSML for the evaluation scenarios, is a relatively sim-
ply metamodel and therefore describes relatively simple instance models. Moreover, only the
main MQL features were tested in this evaluation. A more sophisticated metamodel and more
advanced query tasks could provide a deeper insight into the performance of the automatically
generated and manually written Viatra VQL queries.

Performance issues of MQL

The evaluation of the execution times of queries written in MQL and equivalent queries that
were written by hand in VQL and designed to be as consice as possible, which is explained in
section 6.3 starting on page 82, has shown, that the VQL code that is automatically generated by
the MQL query interpreter has rather big performance disadvantages in terms of execution time
compared to hand written VQL queries. This lack of performance gets evident, even when MQL
queries are executed on models of moderate sizes starting from 1000 elements. The complete
results can be found in the section 6.3.

Lack of a useful reference constraint in MQL and Viatra VQL

The prototype of the MQL framework offers the possibility to define not-exists and transitive-
closure reference constraints, but it does not provide the capability of defining “reachable” con-
straints, as presented in [30]. Viatra VQL in the version 2.1.0, which was used for the MQL
prototype, does not offer means to easily define such constraints at all.

Usability-related issues of MQL

According to the findings of the controlled experiment, which had been conducted in order to
evaluate the usability of MQL compared to Viatra VQL in terms of efficiency, effectiveness and
satisfiability, the participants of the experimental group, which used MQL to solve the query
tasks, found it relatively unintuitive to define references between patterns of sought-after ob-
jects. They also asked for the possibility of the definition of bi-directional, or rather “backward”
references.
Some participants were confused by the application of the count operator on reference decla-
rations, since pattern declarations and reference declarations are both NamedElements and thus
both have unique ids. One common mistake was to count the ids of pattern declarations instead
of the reference declarations. However, the participants, who used MQL, achieved much higher
%-scores on tasks that demanded the application of the count operator and also needed signifi-
cantelly less time to finish them than the participants, who used Viatra VQL.
Besides that, some participants, who used MQL, found it relatively unintuitive to differentiate
between not-exists constraints that had to be defined upon attribute declarations and the negation
of expression constraints on attribute declarations.

Technical issues

The integration of the various Eclipse plug-ins, such as Viatra, XText and EMF into the com-
pound Eclipse plugin MQLApplication could not be realized faultlessly. Unfortunately, the def-
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inition, generation and execution of MQL queries in the XText-editor of the MQLApplication
can occasionally throw Eclipse-specific exceptions and errors, which are more or less common
bugs of the various integrated plug-ins and are known by the Eclipse community, but are rather
hard to bypass in the current implementation of the MQLApplication.

The literature survey process

The literature survey for the related work was conducted in a way that was inspired by the ap-
proach called “Systematic Literature Review” (SLR) , as presented in [26], but skipped some
relevant steps that are usually performed in an SLR, because of the lack of the necessary re-
sources that had been available in the course of this master’s thesis. This fact increases the
possibility of having overlooked some relevant sources that could be regarded as related work.

8.2 Summary

This thesis illustrated the common struggle of domain experts, who are proficient in the ap-
plication of domain-specific modeling languages of their own domain and want to query their
models, but who at the same time lack the necessary IT-training to be able to use the common
query languages, like OCL or ATL.
Besides that, this thesis explained the opposite case, where users, who lack domain-specific
knowledge and thus also lack knowledge about the metamodel of a DSML of interest, want to
query models that were created in that DSML, but have the risk of running into metamodel-
related issues that can emerge e.g. during the query execution.
These two facts were the main motivation for the aim of this master’s thesis to provide means
that can derive query languages automatically from chosen domain-specific modeling languages
and execute queries written in that language on models created in the corresponding DSML.

The literature survey on the related work yielded only the paper [30] that can be considered
relatively comparable with the approach of this master’s thesis. Although the literature survey
was not completely based on a systematic literature review, this result emphasizes the novelty of
the approach of this thesis.

The prototype of a framework called “MQL framework” has been developed based on the
Eclipse Modeling Framework. The MQL framework is composed out of the two main com-
ponents, namely MQLSetup and MQLApplication.

The component MQLSetup performs two main tasks. The first task is to read the Ecore meta-
model of a chosen domain-specific modeling language and generate an Ecore metamodel of the
corresponding query language MQL based on the input metamodel. This query language fol-
lows a pattern-based approach, in which the user can specify model patterns that resemble the
sought after instances of classes, specify attributes and references between those instances and
can define constraints upon those attributes and references. The query engine will then search
for all potential realizations of the defined query patterns and return all corresponding matches,
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whereat matches are considered to be sub-models of the target model that fulfill all of the con-
straints of and relations between the elements that were defined in the query patterns.

The query language MQL is generated based on two main princinples. At first, the principle
called “Relaxation” is applied on the input metamodel and aims to firstly transform all abstract
classes to be concrete classes, in order to make them definable in the query, and secondly sets
the lower bounds of all features, i.e. attributes and references, to 0 in order to make them not
mandatory elements within the query specification. After the “Relaxation” the second principle
called “Augmentation” is applied on the metamodel. This principle augments the metamodel
with additional attributes, references, supertypes and validation methods in order to provide a
query language that supports the specification of constraints upon references and attributes as
well as some general querying capabilities, such as “Select” statements and query union.
After the generation of the Ecore metamodel of the query language and the corresponding Java
source code, the MQLSetup continues with the generation of a concrete syntax specification for
that metamodel. Therefore, MQLSetup reads the generate Ecore file and generates an XText
grammar specification from it.

The component MQLApplication is used for the specification and execution of MQL queries.
MQLApplication provides an XText editor that is based on the generated XText grammar and
provides additional scoping as well as live-validation capabilities for the definition of MQL
queries. MQLApplication utilizes the Java-based Viatra VQL API, in order to execute the MQL
queries. The MQLApplication therefor provides the MQL query interpreter, which is imple-
mented as an XTend-based model-to-text transformator and translates MQL queries into equiv-
alent Viatra VQL queries that can be executed by the Viatra query engine.

The performance evaluation of the MQLApplication has shown, that although the Viatra query
engine itself enables very quick query execution times compared to other well-established query
tools, the VQL query code that is generated by the MQL query interpreter cannot compete with
manually written VQL queries, which can be designed by the user to be as consize and efficient
as possible, in terms of execution time.

The usability evaluation of the query language MQL, which had been conducted in the course of
a controlled experiment in order to measure the usability, as defined in [3], of MQL and of Viatra
VQL and compare them against each other, has yielded the following findings. It has shown, that
although MQL can be a little unintuitive regarding the declaration of references and constraints
upon them and also regarding the differentiation between not-exists attribute constraints and
negated expression constrains on attribtues, it still is more efficient, more effective and more sat-
isfiable when it comes to the definition of reference constraints, not-exists constraints, transitive
closures, attribute constraints, count operations and especially the combination of all of them in
model queries than Viatra VQL. However, one should keep in mind, that the participants were
unexperienced in graph-pattern based model querying, received a relatively brief introduction
into their query languages and had to solve relatively simple query tasks.
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8.3 Future work

The MQL framework can be extended and optimized in various ways, in order to increase the
expressive power of the query language and to increase its performance in terms of execution
time and memory consumption. This chapter briefly proposes some possible extensions and
optimizations, that could be of great value for the MQL framework.

8.3.1 Conduction of a broader usability evaluation

Tool evaluation

The MQLApplication itself was in a relatively early state of development and was prone to some
Eclipse-related bugs that could not be fixed in the course of this master’s thesis. In order to avoid
bias in the usability ratings of the participants that could emerge because of those Eclipse bugs,
the usabiliy evaluation has been conducted solely on paper. Once the Eclipse-related bugs are
fixed, it would be interesting to evaluate the tool and all of its syntax-related features, such as
context-specific scoping and live-validation of syntax and query satisfiability.

Evaluation of several different query languages

Due to the limited resources that had been available in the course of this master’s thesis, it
was not possible to evaluate the usability of MQL against the usability of all the other well-
established query languages for model querying. Thus, it would be interesting to perform a
more comprehensive usability evaluation of MQL against query languages, such as ATL, OCL,
XQuery and others.

8.3.2 Optimization of execution time and memory consumption

The comparison of the VQL query code that was generated by the MQL query interpreter with
equivalent “hand written” and consice VQL query code in chapter 6.3 on page 82 has shown
that the generated code can have high performance disadvantages in terms of execution time
over “hand written” VQL queries, even when applied on models of rather moderate sizes of
about 1000 elements and could even end up in out-of-memory errors rather quickly. Therefore,
the MQL query interpreter could be optimized, in order to mitigate those performance issues.
One step towards achieving this would be to dismiss the logical OR operator on reference dec-
larations or to change the way how it is interpreted by the MQL interpreter, since this operator
is responsible for a relatively high number of additional constraints that have to be evaluated by
the Viatra query engine and that slow down the overall query execution.
Another approach to increase the execution time and decrease the memory consumption would
be to optimize the way how the MQL query interpreter handles the generation of query patterns
and reference patterns in general, in order to decrease the number of generated auxiliary VQL
patterns.
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8.3.3 Improvement of the syntax highlighting

The implementation of advanced syntax highlighting features in the MQL XText editor could
increase the usability of the language MQL.

8.3.4 Implementation of a mixed visual and textual syntax

The information that was gained from the usability evaluation suggests, that the specification of
several model patterns within an MQL query that are connected with each other via references
can be rather cumbersome, since the users get confused by the fact, that it is only possible to
define references between query patterns in one direction, which actually is the direction of the
EReferences of the corresponding EClasses.
A concrete visual syntax could be developed for the query language MQL, in order to mitigate
that confusion. Such a visual syntax can be mixed with elements of the textual syntax. Niko Stotz
presents in [10] how a graphical language that is implemented in Sirius [6] can be combined
with embedded XText editors. Such a combined Sirius-XText editor could then enable the user
to easily design whole model patterns that contain instances of classes and references between
them and to augment the features of those instances, such as attributes and references, with
additional textual constraints. The visual part of the syntax would ease the specification of large
model patterns, which are rather cumbersome to write in a textual syntax alone, whereat the
textual part of the syntax would provide the optimal means for the specification of sophisticated
constraints.

8.3.5 Integration of a sophisticated expression language

The expression language that was developed for this master thesis was only meant to be used
as a prototype, thus provides only limited functionality and can be rather cumbersome to use
for the specification of more complex constraints. The integration of the well-established ex-
pression language Xbase [8] would be of great use for the specification of constraints upon
attributes. Besides that, MQL’s underlying query language Viatra VQL supports the integration
of Xbase queries. In order to facilitate Xbase expressions on attributes, it would be necessary to
adapt Xbase in order to make it type-specific in the context of the considered attribute. In other
words, if such an expression should for instance be defined in the context of an attribute of the
type String, then only methods that can be applied on String values should be available at the
beginning of the expression, but no other methods, such as “greaterThan’()’ or “isInfinite()”.

8.3.6 Implementation of advanced query language features

It is rather tedious or even impossible to implement sophisticated query features, such as path
expressions or aggregation operations in Viatra VQL alone and even harder to implement a query
interpreter that automatically generates VQL code that makes use of such features. Besides that,
the aggregation operations that are provided by Viatra VQL, at least in the version 2.1.0, which
was used for this master’s thesis, have only limited capabilities. One can think of Viatra VQL’s
“sum” operator, which inherently only considers distinct values for the calculation of the sum.
In order to facilitate more sopohisticated query capabilities, a second query execution layer
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could be implemented in Java and placed on top of the first layer, which is the VQL layer.
The VQL layer would be responsible for the execution of the fundamental VQL patterns that
were generated by the MQL query interpreter and for the management of the obtained results,
whereat the Java layer would be used for the subsequent evaluation of the more sophisticated
query expressions on those results. Such a separation of concerns could be very beneficial for
the expressive power of the query language MQL.
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